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The high aspirations we hold for our
young people means we need schools
to prepare them well to face the
complex challenges of today’s world.
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We all want our children to succeed. Although we can hardly 
imagine how the complex global economy will be shaped and 
reshaped by the forces of change in the coming years, we know 
that young people’s future success is likely to be determined by 
their ability to compete—not just for their first job, but through-
out their lives. Yet our hopes and plans for the rising genera-
tion are broader than economic success: We want tomorrow’s 
adults to be inspired leaders who will solve society’s pressing 
issues, civic contributors who will build their communities, and 
secure family members who will nurture the generations that            
follow. Our aspirations are high. What skills and knowledge 
will our young people need to meet them? How can schools 
best prepare today’s students to do well in our complex world? 

Over the course of 2009, the California-based William and 
Flora Hewlett Foundation, which has been making education-
related grants since 1967, completed months of research and 
analysis focused on these key questions. The foundation’s re-
search included more than 100 interviews with leading think-
ers in the fields of education, business, and public policy. The 
Hewlett team found, as Education Program Director Barbara 
Chow noted in an October 2010 Education Week article, “schools 
to make your heart sing and others to break it…classrooms 
where the teachers and students did not say a single word for 
an entire class period and others where the din of questions 
and energy of learning were palpable.”1

INTRoDuCTIoN:

Why Deeper 
Learning?
Educating students to succeed 
in a changing world
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This intensive process led the Hewlett Founda-
tion to forge a new direction for its education grant-
making—a focus on “deeper learning.” As defined 
by the foundation, deeper learning includes five key 
elements working in concert:

a mastering core academic content: Students 
develop a baseline set of disciplinary knowledge. 
This knowledge includes facts and theories in a 
variety of domains—and the language and skills 
needed to acquire and understand this content. 

a thinking critically and solving complex 
problems: Students know how and when to 
apply core knowledge by employing statistical 
reasoning and scientific inquiry to formulate ac-
curate hypotheses, offer coherent explanations, 
and make well-reasoned arguments, along with 
other skills. These critical thinking skills also 
incorporate the use of creativity in analyzing and 
solving problems. 

a Working collaboratively: Students coop-
erate to identify or create solutions to societal, 
vocational, and personal challenges. This coop-
eration includes the capacity to organize people, 
knowledge, and resources toward a goal and to 
understand and accept multiple points of view. 

a communicating effectively: Students un-
derstand and transfer knowledge, meaning, and 
intention. This understanding involves the abil-
ity to express important concepts, present data 
and conclusions in writing and to an audience, 
and listen attentively. 

a learning hoW to learn: Students will 
know how to monitor and direct their own work 
and learning.2

BBBB While deeper learn-
ing skills are essential to 
student success, programs 
that focus on strengthening 
these skills are often lack-
ing in public education.

These deeper learning skills are similar to sets 
of skills—known as 21st-century skills, soft skills,       
complex skills, or higher-order skills—that have been 
identified by various education reform stakeholders 
as essential, though too often lacking, in public educa-
tion. Consequently, a broad movement to support edu-
cational programs and strategies that foster these skill 
sets has been gaining momentum in the past several 
years. Reflecting and furthering this momentum, in 
July 2012, the National Research Council (NRC) re-
leased Education for Life and Work: Developing Transfer-
able Knowledge and Skills in the 21st Century. The report, 
authored by an interdisciplinary committee, validated 
the importance of deeper learning and called for the 
federal government, states, and education philan-
thropists to support additional research, policies, and 
programs to expand deeper learning. Specifically, the 
report noted the need to ensure that the forthcoming 
assessments of the Common Core language arts and 
mathematics state standards (CCSS) and the eventual 
Next Generation Science Standards measure students’ 
deeper learning skills and knowledge. 

Since the launch of its deeper learning strategy, 
the Hewlett Foundation has supported research on 
promising pedagogical approaches to deeper learning 
skills, curricula development and dissemination, new 
assessments, professional development for teachers, 
supportive technology, and other key innovations  
to help explore and expand schools’ capacities to  
teach deeper learning skills. The foundation also  
has identified and provided support to several net-
works of high-performing charter schools and tradi-
tional public schools that engage students in deeper 
learning experiences.
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To achieve the significant aim of sharing the 
best practices of high-performing, deeper learn-
ing schools and extending these practices to the 
education mainstream, we must understand and 
document how these schools create the specific 
conditions and broader climates that make deeper 
learning possible. One of the most important and ob-
vious of these conditions is the need to allocate suffi-
cient time to activities and lessons that foster deeper 
learning. Time is one of the fundamental resources 
that educators have at their disposal. How schools 
allocate time can determine how successful they will 
be in achieving their goals for their students. 

The National Center on Time & Learning (NCTL) 
is dedicated to helping schools expand learning time 
to improve student achievment and maximize their 
success. For this report, the Hewlett Foundation 
provided support to NCTL to examine the role of 
time and the decisions made concerning time usage 
and allocation, as educators teach deeper learning 

skills at five high schools, located in diverse settings 
ranging from the Bronx, New York, to San Diego, 
California. Time for Deeper Learning: Lessons from 
Five High Schools does not focus solely on expanded-
time schools. Rather, the study’s purpose is to exam-
ine how schools that prioritize deeper learning are 
using whatever time they have available—whether 
through an expanded day or during a traditional 
school schedule—to reach their educational goals.

study methodology 
The five schools that NCTL examines in Time for 
Deeper Learning (four high schools and one school 

serving grades 7-12) each belong to a 
different network that have all received 
support from the Hewlett Foundation 
for their commitment to deeper learn-
ing.  Presented in alphabetical order, the 
schools featured in this report are:

a avalon school in Saint Paul, Min-
nesota (a 7th–12th grade charter school in 
the EdVisions Schools network)
a codman academy charter Public 
school in Dorchester, Massachusetts (a 
9th–12th grade charter school in the Ex-

peditionary Learning network)
a high tech high media arts (hthma) in San 

Diego, California (a 9th–12th grade charter 
school in the High Tech High network)

a international community high school 
(ICHS) in the Bronx, New York (a 9th–12th 
grade New York City public school in the Inter-
nationals Network for Public Schools)

a neW tech high at arsenal tech in India-
napolis, Indiana (a 9th–12th grade Indianapolis 
public magnet school in the New Tech Network)

Across the five profiled schools in this report the 
percentage of low-income students (i.e., individual 
students who are eligible for free or reduced-price 
lunch according to federal guidelines) varies. The 
schools’ low-income populations range from a low 
of 33 percent to a high of 82 percent. International 
Community High School (ICHS) is the only one of 
the five that serves a large percentage of students 
(100 percent) whose first language is not English. 
Several of the schools have more than 20 percent of 
their students receiving special education services. 
Students in four of the schools outperformed their 
surrounding districts on recent English language 
arts (ELA) and math assessments, while ICHS stu-
dents outperformed the English language learner 
(ELL) population in New York City in both subjects.

To produce Time for Deeper Learning, the authors 
conducted background research on each school; 
went on site visits to the five locations; interviewed 
network leadership, along with students, teachers, 

Why Deeper Learning?

To extend the education practices of high-
performing deeper learning schools into
the mainstream, we must understand and
document their conditions and climates.
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BBBB how are student 
and teacher time de-
signed to promote the 
acquisition of deeper 
learning skills? 

administrators, and external partners there; and 
also conducted follow-up interviews. The following   
questions guided our work: 

a hoW are student time and teacher time in 
each school designed to promote the acquisition 
of deeper learning skills?

a hoW is time allocated and used differently in 
these schools in comparison to time allocation at 
more traditional schools?

a What Priorities drive the design of learning 
time at each of these deeper learning schools?

a What are the ongoing challenges related to 
time and deeper learning in these schools?

a What insights can the time design 
strategies used by these schools offer to 
other schools that aim to increase their fo-
cus on teaching deeper learning skills?                                                         

Time for Deeper Learning presents five case stud-
ies that take an inside look at these individual 
schools to highlight ways that each organizes, 
allocates, and uses time to support the acquisi-
tion of deeper learning skills. Following these 
profiles, we examine common themes that 
emerge from across the schools and identify five 
main priorities that drive the design of time in 
each of these settings. Then, in the final chapter, 
we explore the challenges facing deeper learn-
ing schools as they endeavor to optimize the 
management of time to meet their goals and to 
address the implications of our findings for all 
schools that strive to increase their students’ 
success through deeper learning. 
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CASE 1  Avalon School                 

❝At Avalon, 
it’s all about 
students taking 
control of their 
education, 
finding value 
in what they’re 
learning, and 
really going 
after their 
passions.”

student, Avalon 
School

Personalized 
Learning
Giving students control and responsibility 
for their own growth as learners

Wedged among the warehouses of St. Paul’s railroad district, 
Avalon School is unique. Founded in 2001 by a small group 
of parents and educators, Avalon gives its 190 students in 
the seventh through twelfth grades almost free rein to dis-
cover and learn according to their own individual interests. 
Instead of following a prescribed curriculum, Avalon students 
work closely with their teachers—officially referred to as             
“advisors”—to develop and pursue personalized learning plans 
(PLP). Student-directed, project-based learning is at the core 
of Avalon’s pedagogical approach and the primary means for 
fostering students’ deeper learning skills. Student projects 
are scored not only on mastery of state standards, but also for 
their demonstration of skills that are harder to quantify—such 
as creativity, problem solving, decision making, time manage-
ment, information gathering, responsibility, and collaboration. 
As one student attests, “At Avalon, it’s all about students taking 
control of their education, finding value in what they’re learn-
ing, and really going after their passions. This leads to students 
being more engaged and excited about their learning.”

Avalon is a public charter school affiliated with EdVisions 
Schools, a non-profit educational development organization 
that promotes small, teacher-run schools that provide students 
with a supportive learning environment and highly personal-
ized learning experiences grounded in student-directed, 

st. Paul, minnesota
A member of EdVisions Schools network
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project-based learning. Any student who is from the 
Minneapolis–St. Paul metropolitan area can apply 
to Avalon, and to date, all students who have applied 
before the application deadline have been admit-
ted. Avalon’s student body is more affluent than the 
St. Paul school district where it is located: In 2011, 
33 percent of Avalon’s students qualified for free or 
reduced-price lunch, compared to 73 percent of stu-
dents currently attending surrounding schools in the 
district. Avalon does have a much higher population 
of special education students than do surrounding 
areas: Twenty-eight percent of Avalon students re-
ceive special needs services, compared to 15 percent 
of students statewide and 18 percent in St. Paul. 

Avalon students also perform well comparatively, 
as 60 percent of these tenth graders scored proficient 
or higher on the state reading test, vs. 53 percent of 
St. Paul school district tenth graders and 75 percent 
of tenth-graders statewide. Also, 58 percent of the 
school’s eleventh graders scored proficient or higher 
on the state math test, compared to 28 percent of 
eleventh-grade students in the St. Paul school dis-
trict and 48 percent of eleventh graders statewide. 
(For high school, the state only assesses tenth grad-
ers in reading and eleventh graders in math.)  

hoW avaloN orgaNizes studeNt time 
The Avalon school day runs from 9 am to 3:40 Pm 
Monday through Friday for 35 weeks, September 
through June. While the lengths of the student 
school day and academic year at Avalon are nearly 
identical to those of surrounding district schools, 
the way time is organized during the school day is 
entirely different. The daily schedule features two 
group Advisory periods, five one-hour work periods, 
and a 30-minute reading period. First thing every 
morning, students gather in their Advisories for a 
20-minute “check-in.” These student Advisories are 

BBBB each student’s day 
is organized around an 
individualized mix of self-
guided projects and classes 
outlined in a learning plan.

a key strategy for foster-
ing close relationships 
among students and be-
tween students and their 
advisor(s). As Kevin 
Ward, an Avalon advisor 
explains: 

We use Advisories for 
students to talk about 
topics that interest them 
and to share ideas.  Some-
times we can be silly, 
other times serious.  We 
use a talking piece  and 
pass it around so that 
each student may speak 
and contribute to the 
day’s check-in, which can 
be as simple as “What is 
your favorite color?” and 
as complex as “What’s a 
commonplace event that 
changed your life in a 
serious way?” Through 
Advisory, students learn 
more about each other 
and how to work together.

Each student is placed 
in a multi-age Advisory group of 18–20 students in 
their first year at the school.  These groups remain 
consistent for the entire school year, and most 
students remain with the same Advisory group 
throughout their Avalon experience. Students also 
receive individual academic and social-emotional 
support from their advisors during the work periods. 

After the morning Advisory, ninth- through 
twelfth-grade students either attend seminars or 

Avalon School 
at a Glance

Principal  School is 
governed by 
a teacher co-
operative

student Population

grades served 7 – 12 

Number of students 181

Qualify for free/
reduced-price lunch

33%

Qualify for special 
needs services

28%

english language 
learners

3%

students scoring at or  
above Proficient on the  

minnesota Comprehensive  
assessments in 2011  

(difference compared to  
surrounding district)

 ela 60% (+7%)

math 59% (+31%)
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High school-aged students have almost 
total flexibility to schedule their day so 
that they can work on their projects. 
They spend most of the day in their advi-
sory room working. Some students will 
check in with their advisor throughout 
the day, while others will just go at it. 

Students schedule one-on-one 
check-ins with their advisor at 
least once a week, with some stu-
dents checking in every day. Dur-
ing check-ins, which last 5 to 15 
minutes, the teacher-advisor either 
helps the student to develop new 
projects and/or provides academic 
and project management support.  

When students are not work-
ing on projects, they are attending 
seminar classes, which are similar 
to traditional high school classes. 
Seminar classes are taught in 

60-minute periods, primarily with lectures, group 
discussions, readings, and independent or group as-
signments. While many seminar classes incorporate 
projects as well, these projects are developed by the 
instructor. Each seminar class is taught two to three 
times per week for one block of the year, with the 
exception of math seminars, which meet daily for 
the entire year and follow a set curriculum. Students 
are not required to take math seminars but many do 
so, because they find it easier to learn math concepts 
through a structured curriculum. Many students 
also take science seminars for the same reason.  For 
example, students can choose to earn a particular 
biology standard by taking a seminar focused on 
ecology, evolution, cell design, genetics, or anatomy, 
all of which are specific state biology standards that 
students must master in order to graduate.  

Students also can take seminars that combine 
state standards from multiple subject areas. In the 
seminar “This Avalonian Life,” for instance, stu-
dents learn how to use podcast software to create 
their own documentary pieces about their school in 
the style of the National Public Radio program This 
American Life. This course combines technology 
standards with some language arts standards. Gen-
erally, students attend two seminars each day and 
are exposed to four or five different seminars per 
week. Examples of other seminars include geometry, 
physics, constitutional law, world history, chemistry, 
and economics.  

Avalon students select which seminars to take 
with the help of their advisors. Individual students 
may choose to take a seminar class either because 
they are interested in the topic or because they feel 
that the seminar will be more manageable or excit-
ing than doing an independent project on that topic.  
However, advisors encourage students to design 

Avalon School

work on independent projects. These students do not 
follow a class schedule in the typical sense—each 
student’s day is organized around a personalized 
mix of self-guided projects and seminar classes 
outlined in the student’s personalized learning plan 
(PLP).  Developed jointly by students and their advi-
sors based on state academic standards as well as 
Avalon’s additional graduation requirements that 
are focused on deeper learning skills, PLPs outline 
a student’s course of study over his/her four years 
of high school. An individual PLP includes student-
initiated independent projects, seminar classes, and 
public student presentations. Avalon students spend 
the majority of their time designing, implementing, 
and completing independent projects. These projects 
can be any length and can focus on almost any topic, 
as long as the project requires the student to demon-
strate mastery of state academic standards. 

For example, in the 2011–12 school year, a ninth-
grade student chose to create her own children’s 
book as a project. After meeting with her advisor 
to determine what state academic standards she 
planned to master by creating the book, the student 
developed a timeline of tasks to complete it, includ-
ing gathering her favorite children’s books for ideas, 
writing a draft of the story, and creating the illustra-
tions. Several revisions later, this ninth grader had 
written and illustrated her own children’s book. By 
writing several drafts of the book that incorporated 
feedback from her advisor and designing a book for 
a specific audience, she demonstrated mastery of 
two state standards—the writing process standard 
and the audience and purpose standard for writing. 
She also worked with an art teacher to create artistic     
effects for the book, and in doing so, earned the arts 
creation and performance standard as well.

Kevin Ward offers further context: 

Sample Avalon Student Schedule

8:00 – 9:00 Building opens for students (homework help)

9:00 – 9:20 Advisory

9:20 – 10:20 Seminars or Project Work

10:20 – 11:20 Seminars or Project Work

11:20 – 12:20 Seminars or Project Work

12:20 – 1:00 Lunch

1:00 – 1:30 Reading time

1:30 – 2:30 Seminars or Project Work

2:30 – 3:30 Seminars or Project Work

3:30 – 3:40 Advisory
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Avalon School requires all seniors 
who have fulfilled at least 30 cred-
its to complete a 300+ hour senior 
project. Through this endeavor, 
twelfth graders hone their deeper 
learning skills by completing an 
in-depth exploration of a topic 
about which they are passionate. 
Because the school’s seniors are 
given almost complete freedom to 
choose what they want to study, 
they must develop project propos-
als that articulate clear learning 
goals and questions they wish to 
answer. These students learn how 
to write project proposals during a 
three-day senior retreat in mid-Sep-
tember, facilitated by senior advi-
sors. In October, each of the seniors 
writes a formal project proposal, 
which must be approved by his/
her advisor, the student’s parent(s) 
or guardian(s), and a community 
expert—an adult in the community 
who is an expert, or has relevant 
experience, in the chosen field. 
Each senior collaborates with a 
community expert to develop and 
complete the project, giving the 
senior valuable real-world experi-
ence before graduation. While most 
seniors are already skilled project 
managers, they continue to check 
in with their advisors periodically 
to discuss ideas, receive feedback, 
and ensure that they are on track to 
completing the project on time. 

The senior project culminates in 
May, when each graduating student 
gives a 25-minute presentation of 
his/her project results to Avalon 
staff and students, parents, and 
members of the community. After 
the presentation, each senior meets 
with his/her advisor to assess the 
project using a rubric that outlines 
the specific learning goals students 
set in the initial project proposal.  

On this page, at right, are brief 
descriptions highlighting two        
examples of senior projects from 
the 2011–12 school year.

Deeper Learning SpotLight

The Avalon Senior Project: Student-Directed

“The Influence of the Stage” by Leland T.

For his senior project, Leland focused on theater production. As he ex-
plained to the audience during his final presentation, Leland was already 
involved in theater outside school, performing in many local productions, 
but he had never explored the entire production process until his senior 
year. To learn about the intricacies of theater, this senior analyzed several 
plays, gaining a better understanding of playwriting as he took classes 
on stagecraft at Hamline University.  Like many such endeavors, Leland’s 
project evolved over time, allowing him to make unexpected discoveries. 
“I learned that you can educate people about social issues through the-
ater, which I did not expect when I first started the project,” Leland tells 
the audience during his presentation. This insight led him to produce, di-
rect, and perform in adaptations of “The Yellow Wallpaper,” by Charlotte 
Perkins Gilman, and “How I Went Out to Service,” by Louisa May Alcott, 
both for the Avalon community. Leland built a stage-set for the plays,   
using the knowledge and skills he attained through studying stagecraft at 
Hamline, and he collaborated with Craig Johnson, a professional theater 
director, to enhance the quality of his Avalon theater productions. As   
Leland attests, “Through this project I learned perseverance, communi-
cation, and collaboration.” 

“Changing the Future Through Education Reform:  
One Student at a Time” by Holly

Holly spent most of her senior year—over 800 hours—working 
with members of the non-profit educational advocacy organization 
Education|Evolving, to pass new legislation in Minnesota that would cre-
ate and expand individualized learning programs within schools. Holly’s 
interest in individualized learning had grown from her own experiences 
attending both traditional public schools and Avalon. The considerable 
differences she came to recognize between the two schools’ educa-
tional approaches inspired Holly to propose a senior project focused on 
expanding opportunities for young people to experience individualized 
learning. For the project, Holly read several books examining the short-
falls of the current education system and ways it could be improved. She 
also collaborated with education reformers and legislators to think of 
creative solutions that might improve the current system, and she testi-
fied before three legislative panels on behalf of the bill, strengthening 
her communication and presentation skills. In May 2012, the bill, titled 
“The Improved Achievement through Individualized Learning Act,” was 
passed. This new law will “expand and improve student achievement 
through the creation of opportunities for individualized learning and en-
couragement of schools to introduce and expand individualization.”3  

In addition to gaining valuable real-world experiences and sharpening 
her communication and collaboration skills, through her project, Holly 
discovered her passion for the political realm. As she reflects on her      
efforts: “Eighty percent of my time was spent on this one project and it 
became my entire senior year experience. What the project allowed me 
to do was really expand my professional side and to discover that public 
policy and political science are really the track I want to take. This was 
different, because at the beginning of the year I was planning to go to 
school to continue my career with the National Park Service. And so, the 
project really changed my view of things.”
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Avalon School

Examples from EdVisions Schools  
Design Essentials

Small Learning Community: 
•  Small learning communities of 150 students
•  Highly personalized settings; every student treated as 

an individual 
•  Positive, caring relationships; respect and responsibility 

modeled and practiced 
•  Multi-age, full-time Advisories in place; each advisor has 

no more than 20 assigned students 
•  Mentoring available to all students 
•  Parents and community at-large actively engage with 

students to support learning 
•  Students experience value of citizenship as they contrib-

ute to greater community 
Self-directed, Project-based Learning:

•  Self-directed, project-based learning is the primary 
pedagogical approach

•  Personalized Learning Plans (PLP) for all students em-
phasizing student needs and interests

•  Personalized work space for each student with Internet 
access

•  Technology-infused environment; technology used as 
tool

•  Individual/group projects complemented by multiple 
teaching and learning approaches based on student 
needs and interests

• Achievement demonstrated publicly 
•  All students prepared for post-secondary education, the 

workplace, and active citizenship
•  All students and staff engage in quiet reading every day

Authentic Assessment:
•  Assessment of projects by more than one adult, with 

opportunities for students to improve products to meet 
quality standards 

•  Demonstrated achievement, with public presentations 
including community involvement

•  Standardized testing, with results informing PLPs and 
continuous improvement

The student-advisor check-ins provide 
additional support to ensure that Ava-
lon students stay on track. 

In addition to Advisory and inde-
pendent work periods and seminars, 
students read for 30 minutes every day 
after lunch. Says Kevin Ward: 

We believe that sustained silent read-
ing helps calm our students down after 
lunch. We also just believe in reading and 
see it as a critical component in students’ 
learning.

At the end of each school day, stu-
dents log the time they dedicate to each 
project into an online project man-
agement system. This system holds 
students accountable for how they 
spend their time throughout the day. 
The time logs are also used to show the 
state how students allocate their time. Although Avalon 
students are required to document the time they spend 
on each project, they earn graduation credits for their 
projects based on the quality of their work, not based on 
how long it took to complete a project. Students must 
earn 10 credits per year by completing projects and/or 
passing seminar classes. Each credit represents roughly 
100 hours of work, either in a class or on a project.

Students also return to their Advisory groups for a 
10-minute check-out before they leave school. During 
this brief period, advisors may remind students of up-
coming deadlines and events or open the room for dis-
cussion about how the day went. As Ward describes:

We like to check-out as a fun way to come together and re-
mind ourselves that we’re still an Advisory no matter what 
happened during the day. It’s also a time when we celebrate 
projects being completed and students’ birthdays.

Other educational opportunities take place throughout 
the school year as well, such as monthly presentation 
nights and a service-learning week. The event nights 
allow students to demonstrate their honed presentation 
skills as they share their completed projects to staff, 
students, parents, and community members. At Avalon, 
students are required to present a project on at least one 
night of the school year.

Every May, the entire school community engages in a 
service-learning week, where each Advisory works on 
a community service project. Projects provide tangible 
benefits to the school and community, while also catalyz-
ing strong student relationships and sense of belonging. 
As one twelfth-grade student reflected: 

Service-learning week is a great way to bond with your Advi-
sory. It helps you come together, and it feels good to be help-
ing people alongside your fellow students and friends.

hoW avaloN orgaNizes teaCher time
Avalon is operated as a teacher cooperative with no ad-
ministrative staff, so the teaching-advisory staff share all 

projects as often as possible and to only take seminar 
classes when necessary.  

Avalon’s schedule and project-based approach are 
designed to enable students to develop the deeper 
learning skills that are crucial for post-secondary 
success. Self-directed projects give students the 
latitude to determine how they will master state 
graduation standards while pursuing topics of their 
interest. Avalon’s schedule provides the time and 
flexibility for students to conduct in-depth research, 
think critically, create unique products, present their 
findings to an audience, and reflect on what they 
learned, how they learned it, the skills they devel-
oped, and what they would do differently next time. 
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administrative duties. Avalon advisors are required 
to work an eight-hour day Monday through Friday. 
On Mondays, Tuesdays, and Fridays, advisors arrive 
to school in three different waves separated by 15 
minutes. The first wave of advisors arrives at 8 am 
and leaves at 4 Pm, and the last wave arrives at 8:30 
am and leaves at 4:30 Pm. This staggered sched-
ule allows students to come early or to stay late for 
homework help. On Wednesdays, all advisors are 
required to arrive at 8 am to participate in a one-
hour meeting focused on instruction and pedagogy. 
On Thursdays, all faculty and staff are required to 
arrive at 7:45 am for a 75-minute meeting focused on 
school operations. According to Kevin Ward, an Eng-
lish advisor who also acts as the school’s program 
coordinator, the emphasis on Wednesday is clear: 

During the teacher meeting we focus on getting better as 
teachers. The other meeting includes the entire school 
staff and is focused on operations, such as expectations 
from the state, meeting the requirements we have for 
running the school, and events that we need to plan. 

High school advisors teach one seminar class per 
quarter and middle school advisors teach two semi-
nar classes per quarter, with each of their classes 
meeting two to three times per week. When advisors 
are not teaching seminars, they are advising stu-
dents on their projects, planning for their seminar 
classes, or carrying out their administrative duties. 
On a typical day, advisors will meet with three to six 
individual students for 5 to 15 minutes each, depend-
ing on the support needed. Although advisors do 
not have scheduled planning periods, they typically 
spend 30 minutes to an hour per day either indepen-
dently planning or collaborating with other advisors. 
Most teachers (advisors) plan either before or after 
the school day.

avalon school graduation requirements

graduation standards are the academic 
credits students earn at Avalon.  In order to 
graduate from Avalon, students must study the 
same academic subjects required by any other 
public school in Minnesota. However, through 
its charter, Avalon re-wrote many standards so 
students could more easily interpret the content 
and do projects in each of the subject areas.

a 3 arts standards
a 13 career and technology standards (9 

career, 4 technology)
a 12 health and physical education standards 

(8 health, 4 PE)
a 54 language arts and reading standards (27 

reading and literature, 27 writing)
a 4 math courses (algebra, algebra II, geometry, 

advanced math topics, etc.) 
a students must complete 16 of 24 

science standards (3 nature of science and 
engineering, 5 biology, 2 chemistry, 2 earth 
and space science, 2 physics, 2 physical 
science)

a 31 social studies standards (5 economics, 3 
geography, 4 U.S. government and civics, 10 
U.S. history, 9 world history)

a 5 World languages standards 

other requirements
senior Project
Students will develop, complete, and present an ef-
fective senior project with all elements of a quality 
project authentically embedded within the project.

service learning, 4 years
Students will participate in a short-term active 
service learning experience within the school 
community every year and reflect on the 
experience. 

BBBB “service learning 
week is a great way ... to 
be helping people along-
side your fellow students 
and friends.”

about edvisioNs sChools
edvisions schools is a non-Profit educa-
tion development organization with a network of 
about 60 schools spread across the United States. 
Emphasizing small, supportive learning environ-
ments, EdVisions focuses on providing students with 
highly personalized learning experiences through 
student-directed, project-based learning. Each Ed-
Visions student has a Personalized Learning Plan 
(PLP)  that captures his/her individual needs and 
personal interests, and students are paired with 
teacher-advisors who provide daily academic and  
socio-emotional support. EdVisions assists sites dur-
ing the school development process and offers on- 
and off-site coaching to ensure successful implemen-
tation of what the network calls “Design Essentials.”
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CASE 2  Codman Academy Charter Public School

Blending 
Academics and 
Life Skills  
Engaged learning inside the classroom and
across the community

Meg Campbell, executive director and founder of Codman 
Academy Charter Public School, describes her philosophy on 
time as “spongy”—meaning that time in school should absorb 
many hours of her students’ days. With weekdays that can 
start at 7:00 am for physical education and extend through 6:00 
Pm for after-school tutoring; school years that are 15 days longer 
than the state-mandated 180-day calendar, 3-hour classes on 
most Saturdays, and required summer programs, Codman is 
in fact very “spongy” on time. There is a goal behind the enor-
mously rigorous and time-consuming schedule that Codman 
requires of its students. As Campbell puts it, “We want to instill 
the habits of learning into as much of our students’ lives as we 
possibly can.” 

The approach has produced marked results. All of Codman’s 
graduates over the past 11 years have been accepted to college. 
The school’s 145 students—98 percent students of color; 69 per-
cent from low-income families; 22 percent with a first language 
other than English, and 23 percent receiving special educa-
tion services—turn in consistently solid performances on state 
standardized tests. In 2011, every tenth grader passed the state 
English language arts; and math tests required to graduate, 
with 90 percent proficient or higher in ELA and 73 percent 
proficient or higher in math. Measured by the Massachusetts 
“Student Growth Percentile,” which compares students’ test 
performance with that of other students with similar testing

boston, massachusetts     
A member of the Expeditionary Learning Schools network❝We want to 

instill the 
habits of 
learning into 
as much of our 
students’ lives 
as we possibly 
can.”

meg camPbell,  
Executive director 
and founder,  
Codman Academy
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histories, in 2012, Codman students’ performances 
in ELA were among the top 2 percent of all high 
school students  in the state and their performances 
were among the top 1 percent in math. 

As important as the school’s leaders consider 
these academic results, they are only one part of the 
overall picture. Codman Academy is a member of 
the Expeditionary Learning (EL) schools network, 
which strives to produce students who have “skills 
critical to college readiness and lifelong success—  
literacy, numeracy, problem solving, critical think-
ing, collaboration, creativity, persistence toward ex-
cellence, and active citizenship—as well as mastery 
of subject-area knowledge.”4 

Founded in the early 1990s with 10 demonstration 
schools, the EL network now includes 165 schools 
throughout the country. The EL approach to pedago-
gy is built around students and teachers participat-
ing in learning “expeditions,” case studies, projects, 
fieldwork, and service learning connected to the 
world outside the classroom and framed within a 
college preparatory curriculum. Attention to student 

acquisition of deeper 
learning skills is preva-
lent throughout this ap-
proach. According to the 
EL Core Practices Hand-
book: “When implement-
ed robustly, the Expedi-
tionary Learning core 
practices create school 
environments that pro-
mote deep engagement 
in learning and support 
students to achieve at 
high levels.”5 The goal is to inspire students to think 
and work as professionals, contributing high-quality 
work to settings beyond their own classrooms.

hoW CodmaN orgaNizes studeNt time
As a charter school, Codman has the autonomy 
to set the length of its school day and year. School 
opens at the end of August and ends in mid-June, 
running three weeks longer than the conventional 

Codman Academy 
at a Glance

Principal  Thabiti 
Brown

executive director Meg  
Campbell

student Population

grades served 9 – 12 

Number of students 149

Qualify for free/
reduced-price lunch

69%

Qualify for special 
needs services

23%

english language 
learners

1%

students scoring at or  
above Proficient on the  

mCas test in 2011  
(difference compared to  

surrounding district)

ela 90% (+17%)

math 73% (+8%)

BBBB Compared to peers 
in other boston public high 
schools, Codman students 
have over 400 more school 
hours every year.
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science separately—for example, the 
math progression is Algebra I (grade 
9), Geometry (grade 10), Algebra II 
(grade 11), and Pre-Calculus or Cal-
culus (grade 12), all taught in 60– or 
90–minute blocks.  Eleventh and 
twelfth graders also take language 
courses (in 1-hour blocks). Also, all 
students participate in “Crew”—
Codman’s version of student advi-
sory—for 30 minutes on Mondays, 
Tuesdays, and Thursdays. Finally, 
Thursday mornings from 9:00 
am–10:00 am are devoted to what’s 
called “Community Circle,” featur-
ing student-run shows that spotlight 
informational skits, awards, student 
presentations, and guest speakers. 
Classes on Thursdays are shortened 
to accommodate Community Circle 
time.

Fridays at Codman have a special 
schedule. On alternative weeks, 
all students engage in “fieldwork,” 
from either 9:00 am to 4:00 Pm or 
from 1:00 Pm to 5:00 Pm. Fieldwork 
includes service-learning projects 
or other academically focused work 
that takes the students out of the 
classroom. For example, students 
may develop literacy skills by study-
ing the text of plays with the actors 
performing these works in a local 
professional theater.

On Saturdays, in the fall and 
spring trimesters, all Codman stu-
dents are required to attend school 
from 9:00 am to noon. Underclass-
men receive tutoring through the 

Tutors for All program, which taps college work-
study students to provide individualized, skill-based 
tutoring focused on achieving state standards in 
mathematics and English language arts. Meanwhile, 
juniors and seniors choose from a set of electives 
taught by adjunct school faculty and working profes-
sionals, including marine biology, poetry, watercolor 
painting, sailing, money management, journalism, 
and moot court. 

To graduate, Codman students are also required 
to complete two summers of a program approved by 
the school’s faculty, along with a two-week, full-time 
junior internship offsite (Most students complete 
a two-week internship during their senior year as 
well.) Codman also takes the entire school—all stu-
dents, faculty, and staff—on a three-day retreat to 
New Hampshire every October, where students and 
staff live in cabins with their Crew. For a majority of 
students, this is their first time experiencing a camp 

Sample Codman 10th Grade Schedule

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
9:00 – 10:30 Math

10:30 – 12:00 Science

12:00 – 12:30 Lunch  / Crew 1 (Clubs on Wednesdays)

12:30 – 1:00 Lunch / Crew 2 (Clubs on Wednesdays)

1:00 – 3:00 Humanities 

3:00 – 4:00 Work Block / Study Hall

4:00 – 5:00 Academic Enrichment Block

Thursday
9:00 – 10:00 Community Circle

10:00 – 11:00 Math

11:00 – 12:00 Science

12:00 – 12:30 Lunch  / Crew 1

12:30 – 1:00 Lunch  / Crew 2

1:00 – 3:00 Humanities

3:00 – 4:00 Work Block / Study Hall

4:00 – 5:00 Academic Enrichment Block

Friday
1:00 – 5:00 Service Learning – math and science focus

Alternative Friday
9:00 – 4:00 Service Learning – Huntington Theatre program

schedule in Massachusetts. At Codman, the core 
school day runs from 9:00 am–5:00 Pm Monday 
through Friday and from 9:00 am to noon most      
Saturdays. Codman students log 8 hours per week 
more than the typical Boston Public Schools high 
school student, who attends school from 7:40 am to 
2:00 Pm Monday through Friday. Codman’s leaders 
point to the longer school day and year as essential 
for them to successfully implement EL’s core prac-
tices and ensure that their students—many of whom 
enter several grade levels behind on basic literacy 
and math skills—meet state academic standards.

From ninth through twelfth grade, students take a 
daily two-hour block of integrated history and Eng-
lish language arts called “Humanities,” with a cur-
riculum is connected thematically across four years. 
Students also take a laboratory science class that 
meets from 5–7 hours per week all four years of high 
school. Students take 1–1.5 hour blocks in math and 

Codman Academy Charter Public School
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environment and its accompanying 
challenges. Activities focus on self-
awareness, self-reflection, enhancing 
group effectiveness, and positively 
influencing the school culture. Dur-
ing the retreat, every person—from 
the director to all students—publicly 
sets his or her intentions for the com-
ing year—a tradition that Executive 
Director Meg Campbell, describes as 
a “leveler” among school leadership, 
faculty, and students. “We are all in 
process here, trying to become better 
human beings. The kids love to re-
mind me of my intentions!” Campbell, 
who is also the school’s founder, says.

Across its varied disciplines, the 
Codman curriculum emphasizes 
social justice and is centered on learn-
ing “expeditions,” which are the 
long-term, interdisciplinary projects 
that stand at the core of the school’s 
approach. To complete expeditions, 
students engage in original research, 
critical thinking, and problem solving 
on a range of issues in collaboration 
with one another, their teachers, and 
outside professionals and experts. 

In addition to expeditions, the cur-
riculum connects to the world outside 
the school—sometimes addressing 
issues concerning the local neigh-
borhood, sometimes exploring issues with global 
impact. Service learning, required internships and 
summer programs, and deep partnerships with 
community-based organizations immerse Codman 
students in their communities. Campbell offers the 
rationale: 

We want students to find their passion, and we will help. 
We want them to make a habit of learning for its own 
pleasure. We take that seriously and put resources into 
it—staff resources in matching kids with programs and 
in running our own programs. And these efforts pay off: 
Often, a young person will get jolted by a summer expe-
rience and then come back completely transformed and 
eager to learn more.

hoW CodmaN orgaNizes teaCher time
Codman teachers are required to work 8:30 am to 
5:00 Pm, Monday through Friday, during the school 
year, which equals 2.5 hours more per day than the 
requirement for Boston Public Schools teachers. Pro-
viding time for teachers to meet and collaborate is a 
priority for Codman. Every other Friday, the school 
day for students begins at noon, allowing teachers to 
meet as a whole faculty, and then as grade teams for 
a total of 3 hours, before the students’ arrival. The 

planning and preparation periods for most grade-
level groups of teachers are scheduled to coincide, 
providing an additional 1.5 hours per day of meeting 
time. Many teachers in the same grade-level group 
have adjacent offices, creating more opportunities for 
informal collaboration and relationship building. 

Codman faculty participate in three to five full 
professional development days during the school 
year (the students are off on those days), as well as 
one full week reflecting and planning together at the 
end of the school year and two weeks of planning 
and professional development as a full faculty at the 
beginning of August. All of this time is required in 
the teachers’ contract. According to Codman Princi-
pal Thabiti Brown, “We invest in teacher time. It is 
an intentional strategy to get all the teachers on the 
same page, so we have a stronger shot at meeting the 
needs of the kids.”

At a recent full-faculty meeting, Campbell 
checked agenda items off her list, as she addressed 
the 30 faculty and staff members crowded into one 
of the school’s basement classrooms. The group had 
already discussed issues both heady and mundane, 
such as: How to create a disciplinary system that re-
inforces, instead of conflicts with, the school’s demo-
cratic principles; how to recognize students’ positive 

BBBB learning “expedi-
tions” are long-term, 
interdisciplinary projects 
that entail research, critical 
thinking, and collaboration.
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Deeper Learning SpotLight

Developing Literary Analysis, Critical Thinking, and  
Communication Skills through Drama

for codman, it is a Priority that students 
master core academic content in English language arts 
(ELA) and history, develop the skills and self-assurance 
they need to present themselves well in a variety of con-
texts, and “find their own voice” throughout this process. 
This is the main reason why Campbell reached out to 
Boston’s Huntington Theatre to seek a partnership at the 
time of the school’s founding in 2001. As she wrote: 

I scoured the research to see what might accelerate my stu-
dents’ literacy. I found that there is one area of arts educa-
tion that does have a positive impact on test scores: drama. 
So, I approached the Huntington to co-develop a high school 
language-arts curriculum based primarily on plays. Plays are 
predicated on making sense of text, and this is exactly the 
skill our students need to master. Plays do this with fewer 
words on the page, so they are immediately more accessible 
for less skilled and therefore less confident readers.6

Campbell’s letter resulted in the development of 
the Literacy Through Theatre program, now an 11-year         
collaboration between Codman and the Huntington, 
and recognized in 2009 by the Massachusetts Cultural 
Council through its Commonwealth Award for Creative 
Learning, given to “an individual, school, or cultural orga-
nization that has demonstrated the importance of creativity 
and innovation to student achievement and success.”7

Thabiti Brown, who was the school’s founding            
humanities teacher and is now the principal of Codman, 
explains the goals and the approach of the partnership in 
a written summary of the program: 

Our short-term goal in humanities (interdisciplinary English 
language arts and history) is to get students up to grade level 
in the basic skills necessary for success: reading, writing, 
and thinking about texts. We believe we can better engage 
students with a text by first gaining their interest through 

discussions and activities geared to helping them 
understand the text. Our ‘in,’ then, is to engage the 
supply side of learning: We increase the passion 
and care that students put into looking at texts as 
a means of getting students to want to do the extra 
hard work that is necessary to get up to grade level.8

All ninth and tenth graders study the texts 
of the Huntington plays in the classroom, at-
tend productions at the theater, and spend ev-
ery other Friday all year on-site at the theater, 
where they work with Huntington staff and 
teaching artists for the equivalent of nearly 20 
days of school time each year.As Brown has 
written: 

During the study of these plays, the Huntington 
days are filled with interactive activities aimed at 
improving the understanding of each play as both 
a literary text and a dramatic production. We find 
that discussions with actors, re-enactments of 
scenes, viewings of understudy rehearsals, movie 
versions of the play, and the like, lead students to 
ask interesting questions about the characters, the 
flow of the play, and the author’s intentions in creat-
ing the piece.9

Brown also describes how, back in a Cod-
man humanities classroom, the teacher helps 
students tap into this enthusiasm when writ-
ing about the texts, and when working on 
more traditional methods of literature studies, 
such as “vocabulary work, deconstruction of 
themes/symbolism, character development, 
journal writing and preparation for literary 
analytic essays.”10 In addition, all Codman 
ninth graders compete in the national Poetry 

BBBB Codman students 
develop the skills and self-
assurance they need to 
present and to find their 
own voice.
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contributions in immediate and tangible ways that 
will impact their future behavior; and how to get 
everyone to show up to meetings on time. Campbell 
paused and held the group’s attention. She had re-
cently been appointed by the Mayor Tom Menino to 
the Boston School Committee and had spent time 
visiting several of the city’s district public schools. 
With this perspective, she had a message of appreci-
ation for the Codman faculty: “Your level of thought-
fulness and deliberation and your willingness to 
try new things when something is not working are 
remarkable. You don’t become defensive; you don’t 
blame the students or their families; you just keep 
looking for a better way. And I thank you for that.” 

Codman’s extended blocks of interdisciplinary 
class time—along with time set aside for Crew and 
Community Circle; time spent outside the school by 
students doing field work, internships, skill-building 
and service learning; and time devoted to teacher 
collaboration—are all elements that stem directly 
from the school’s alignment with Expeditionary 
Learning principles. Indeed, the EL network consid-
ers scheduling time for these activities to be a core 
practice for its schools and has laid out in detail 
the ways its schools can integrate EL principles 
through the design of the daily schedule.12 Like the 
other deeper learning schools profiled in this report, 
which all receive key support from their networks 
around this educational approach, Codman’s focus 
on deeper learning skills is woven throughout the 
daily student and teacher experience there.

Out Loud competition and all tenth graders compete 
in the August Wilson Monologue Competition, named 
for the Pulitzer Prize- and Tony Award-winning play-
wright and held at the Huntington each year. Both 
grades also perform a year-end showcase production, 
which is staged at the Huntington and open to the pub-
lic. 

One cold, wet April morning in Dorchester’s Great 
Hall, small groups of Codman tenth graders were as-
cending the stage in turn to rehearse short scenes from 
A Raisin in the Sun for their year-end showcase. In the 
weeks prior to their performance preparation, the stu-
dents had read the full script, completed in-depth stud-
ies of the characters, participated in writing exercises 
and held lengthy discussions about the play’s message 
and impact, guided by Huntington Theatre staff. Meg 
O’Brien, who is manager of education operations at 
the Huntington, turned a director’s eye to a group of 
students as they finished their scene. “What does this 
group need to do?” she asked the students at large. 
“Memorize their lines!” came one suggestion, while 
another student noted that the group needed to speak 
more loudly and turn toward the audience. As the 
next group began to rehearse a different scene, which 
portrayed a family argument, O’Brien stopped the 
students. She talked about how the dialogue contained 
references to slavery, gender discrimination, and com-
plicated family dynamics, showing how this richer 
understanding could inform the students’ portrayal of 
their characters. “Now let’s start from the beginning,” 
O’Brien said. “We’re onstage in just over a month.”

Speaking recently about Codman’s partnership with 
the Huntington, Campbell notes, “Our kids benefit 
from deep training in finding their own voice and step-
ping into another’s shoes.” In addition to taking the 
required ninth- and tenth-grade drama courses, each 
year about 25 Codman students participate in the four-
week Huntington-Codman Summer Theatre Institute, 
an immersion in every aspect of theatre that culmi-
nates in a full-scale Shakespeare production. 

Indeed, the ongoing partnership between Codman 
and the Huntington has required staying power on the 
part of both institutions. Campbell’s letter to the com-
pany, written in December 2001, following the very 
first semester of students working on-site at the the-
ater, stated: “Our founding class arrived with energy 
and without self-discipline or experience in attending 
or studying serious theater. They mumbled, fidgeted, 
interrupted, and had short attention spans. You be-
lieved in us and them, and together we are building a 
groundbreaking partnership.”11 Affirms Alex, a tenth 
grader, “Not every school lets you get your talent out 
there like Codman does.” 

BBBB the focus on 
deeper learning skills 
is woven throughout 
the daily student and 
teacher experience.
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Deeper Learning SpotLight

Becoming a Self-Initiated Learner  
through the Senior Talk

early one aPril morning, during the time 
when rehearsals of the Raisin in the Sun were taking 
place, the entire school had gathered for the weekly 
“Community Circle,” a one-hour, all-school assembly 
run by students that includes skits, awards, student 
presentations, and guest speakers. In the spring, 
Community Circle often features a “Senior Talk.” As 
the culminating presentation event for each Codman 
senior, the Senior Talk draws on four years of drama 
training and is modeled on the Apologia, Plato’s ver-
sion of a speech given by Socrates as he defended 
himself at a trial. Each senior is challenged to share 
with the school community his/her voice, values, and 
future goals in the tradition of Socrates—to make a 
defense of his/her life as lived up until that moment. 

Before he gave his talk, Chris was introduced by 
two members of his Crew—the multi-age, single-gen-
der peer group with a faculty leader to which Cod-
man students are assigned in ninth grade and stay 
with throughout high school. It is primarily through 
Crew—which meets 30 minutes per day, four days 
a week—that students at this school form the close-
knit social bonds that support their intense academic 
and personal growth. The Crew members who stood 
up for Chris that morning were a friend and the fac-
ulty leader. Said his friend: “If Chris puts his mind 
to it he can accomplish anything…. He says a lot with 
few words. Congratulations from one Crew member 
to another on making it to your Senior Talk. Congrat-
ulations for earning the right to speak your truth.” 

The teacher then discussed this particular senior’s 
leadership style: 

Chris is not caught up in the trappings of leadership. He 
is not about telling others what to do. He exerts his influ-
ence quietly. To another Crew member, who is not focus-
ing and not admitting it to himself, Chris will say, ‘What 
makes you think you are doing all right?’ He demands a 
truthful answer. He asks hard questions of himself too. 
He makes a plan of action. He’s brave enough, honest 
enough, and strong enough to execute his plan. That is 
leadership.

Then, a lanky young man with neat cornrows and 
flashy earrings took the stage and began to tell the 
story of how his life had been safe and simple at 12 
years old, fiddling with the cars in the garage on Sat-
urday mornings alongside his stepfather, as the foot-
ball game plays on the radio in the background. With 
the onset of adolescence, however, self-doubt, isola-
tion, and hopelessness took hold, until, Chris recalled, 
he “began to look at who I am and who I want to be” 
and decided to ask for help from friends and family. 
“I learned that you can’t stay in the dark places, but 
you have to come out of that game of hide and seek 
and live fully in the world,” he concluded.

Codman Executive Director Meg Campbell came 
up to congratulate Chris at the conclusion of his pre-
sentation.   She told him: 

Writing your Senior Talk, we want you to figure out what 
you are really passionate about. You did that, and even 
more. You demonstrated that you can ask for help when 
you need it. You set an example for all of us. Your imag-
ery was powerful—I hope you are writing poetry, and we 
want to hear more from you.

about exPeditioNary learNiNg
exPeditionary learning (el) began as a 
collaboration of Outward Bound, USA and the 
Harvard Graduate School of Education in 1987. 
The initiative sought to raise the profile of experi-
ential education at the School of Education while 
also bringing increased academic rigor to Outward 
Bound’s programs. Since the first 10 EL schools 
began in 1993, the number of schools that imple-
ment EL’s experiential, project-based, educational 
approach has increased to 165 across the country. 
Today, Expeditionary Learning is an independent 
non-profit organization that provides professional de-
velopment and support to district and school leaders 
and teachers as they open new EL schools and adapt 
the EL model in existing schools. 
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exPeditioNary learNiNg (el) desigN PriNCiPles
1 The primacy of self-discovery:  Learn-

ing happens best with emotion, challenge, and 
the requisite support. 

2 The having of wonderful ideas:  Teach-
ing in Expeditionary Learning schools fosters 
curiosity about the world.

3 The responsibiliTy for learning: 
Learning is both a personal process of discovery 
and a social activity. 

4 empaThy and caring:  Learning is fostered 
best in communities where students’ and teach-
ers’ ideas are respected and where there is mu-
tual trust. 

5 success and failure:  All students need to 
be successful if they are to build the confidence 
and capacity to take risks and meet increasingly 
difficult challenges. 

6 CollaboraTion and compeTiTion:  Indi-
vidual development and group development are 
integrated so that the value of friendship, trust, 
and group action are clear. 

7 diversiTy and inclusion:  Both diversity 
and inclusion increase the richness of ideas, cre-
ative power, problem-solving ability, and respect 
for others. 

8 The naTural world:  A direct and respect-
ful relationship with the natural world refreshes 
the human spirit and teaches the important 
ideas of recurring cycles and cause and effect. 

9 soliTude and reflecTion:  Students and 
teachers need time alone to explore their own 
thoughts, make their own connections, and cre-
ate their own ideas. 

10 service and compassion:  Students and 
teachers are strengthened by acts of consequen-
tial service to others.

el Core PraCtiCes
to translate the el aPProach into sPecif-
ic strategies that educators and school leaders can 
implement, the organization has developed 38 core 
practices within the areas of curriculum, instruction, 
assessment, culture and character, and leadership. 
Core practices are detailed in the EL Core Practices 
Handbook.

Codman graduation requirements

4 years of humanities (history & literature)
World History and Literature I (grade 9)
United States History and Literature I (grade 10)
United States History and Literature II (grade 11)
World History and Literature II (grade 12)

4 years of math
Algebra I (grade 9)
Geometry (grade 10)
Algebra II (grade 11)
Pre-Calculus or Calculus (grade 12)

4 years of lab science
Physical Science (grade 9)
Physics (grade 10)
Chemistry (grade 11 or 12)
Biology (grade 11 or 12)

2 years of foreign language
French I (grade 11)
French II (grade 12)

4 years of Physical education/Wellness

1 year of studio or Performing arts

8 saturday class credits

fieldWork requirements:
2 summers of approved enrichment programs with 
documentation
1 Internship experience

additional Competency requirements
a Meet Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment 

System (MCAS) required test scores to graduate
a Demonstrate proficiency in use of technology to 

achieve learning goals
a Demonstrate proficiency in writing and defend-

ing a persuasive essay
a Demonstrate proficiency in public speaking in 

English
a Demonstrate proficiency in financial literacy 

and health education by earning a passing score 
on the competency test

a Demonstrate leadership and service through a 
successful internship experience

a Complete portfolio requirement—a selection of 
work that demonstrates knowledge, abilities, and 
growth
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CASE 3  High Tech High Media Arts

❝
A Collaborative 
Learning 
Environment
Teaming up to create confident, self-directed
learners for today and the future

san diego, california    
High Tech High Network

High Tech High Media Arts (HTHMA) is a public charter 
school located within High Tech High’s Point Loma Village—a 
cluster of schools built over the past decade by the High Tech 
High network—in San Diego. Founded in 2005, HTHMA, like 
all 11 schools in the network, is built around the “design princi-
ples” of personalization, “adult world” connections, a common 
intellectual mission, and teachers as designers. Chosen by lot-
tery, 44 percent of HTHMA’s 410 ninth through twelfth grad-
ers come from low-income families and 12 percent of these 
students are English language learners (ELLs), compared to 
San Diego Unified School District’s population of 61 percent 
low-income students and 28 percent ELLs. 

HTHMA emphasizes project-based learning. Students 
spend most of their time in long instructional blocks, work-
ing independently or in small groups, to complete complex 
interdisciplinary projects. Required off-site internships are 
also core elements of the High Tech High education. Success 
is evidenced by the impressive student work on display at the 
school and on the web, and also by more traditional methods 
of academic assessment. Ninety-nine percent of HTHMA’s 
graduates go on to college, and they also outperform students 
in the local school district on standardized tests of math and 
English literacy.

We slice away 
at all the other 
things [that 
create anxiety 
in students’ 
lives] and 
focus on giving 
the students 
repeated 
opportunities 
to create great 
work.”

randy scherer, 
Eleventh-grade 
humanities teacher, 
HTHMA
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Occupying the top floor of a three-story glass, steel, 
and cement building designed with clean, long lines, 
HTHMA has a dramatic entrance. Immediately, 
one’s eye is drawn to the floor-to-ceiling glass walls 
and the open common area with its soaring, two-
story height. Examples of student work add color, 
texture, and substance throughout. The space is im-
pressively designed as a 21st-century school—double 
classrooms with retractable white-board dividers; 
adjacent student work areas with clusters of comput-
ers and spaces for students to talk, work, and relax; 
and a state-of-the-art media and technology lab. 
What truly stands out, however, is the extraordinary 
sense of calm that permeates the school. Students 
create a quiet buzz as they talk and work in small 
groups and move between the school’s main build-
ing and the smaller set of classrooms a block away. 
Throughout the school, a focused, intent, productive 
calm emanates from students and teachers alike. 
This sets HTHMA apart from many other high 
schools, where tension seeps into the environment. 

Randy Scherer, a seven-year veteran of HTHMA 
and an eleventh-grade humanities teacher, surmises 
what makes HTHMA such a calm place. 

The things that create anxiety are much less present 
here. Every kid has someone to talk to. Every senior 
has at least one college acceptance in hand. Energy is 

devoted to academics 
and quality exhibitions. 
We slice away at all the 
other things and focus 
on giving the students 
repeated opportunities 
to create great work. The 
pressures on teachers 
are less, as well. We are 
not left on our own to 
meet goals we don’t get to 
set. We work together to 
build a culture of respect, 
professional collabora-
tion, and collegiality.

The way HTHMA 
designs student and 
teacher time is an impor-
tant component of creating the relationship-centered 
culture that Scherer describes. As HTHMA Director 
Robert Kuhl notes, creating the opportunities for 
relationships to develop—among students and their 
peers, teachers and students, teachers and their col-
leagues, and the school’s curricula and the world—is 
a driving priority for how time is scheduled. These 
close relationships undergird students’ success in 
meeting rigorous academic demands.

HTHMA’s design principles—personalization, 

High Tech High Media 
Arts (HTHMA) 

at a Glance

Principal  Robert Kuhl

student Population

grades served 9 – 12 

Number of students 410

Qualify for free/
reduced-price lunch

44%

Qualify for special 
needs services

13%

english language 
learners

12%

students scoring at or  
above Proficient on the California 

star exam in 2011  
(difference compared to  

surrounding district)

ela 67% (+13%)

math 30% (+4%)

BBBB throughout 
the school, a focused 
and productive 
calm emanates 
from students and 
teachers alike.
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hoW hthma orgaNizes studeNt time
For students, the HTHMA school 
year runs 176 days beginning in late 
August and ending in mid- June, 
and each day runs from 8:30 am to 
3:30 Pm Monday through Friday. 
Though this is the same number of 
student days as nearby schools, the 
HTHMA year has more staff days 
for teacher collaboration. 

At HTHMA, the class schedule 
is structured to allow for interdisci-
plinary study and to maximize the 
amount of time teachers have with 
the same group of students. There 
are five class periods, each slightly 
more than one hour although sub-

jects are frequently combined and taught by one 
teacher in two-hour blocks. For example, ninth grad-
ers take English/World Cultures and Geography 
for two periods per day, taught by one ninth-grade 
humanities teacher. They also take a daily two-hour 
Math/Physics class taught by one ninth-grade math/
physics teacher. In addition to the core academic 
classes, ninth graders take Media Arts and Span-
ish, which each meet for one hour, five days a week, 
for one semester each. Over the course of the year, 
the ninth graders will have all their classes with the 
same group of 50 students, taught by three to four 
teachers in total.  Each day also has a 40-minute X-
block or Advisory period. The X-block is an electives 
period in which students choose what class they 
want to take. Electives range from sports to music 

to individual tutoring and academic assistance. 
Advisory groups are multigrade groups of 17 stu-
dents. Each student has the same faculty advisor 
over his/her four years at the school. The advisor 
monitors the student’s personal and academic 
development and serves as the point of contact 
for the student’s family to the school. 

As students move through tenth to twelfth 
grades, most classes remain in extended inter-
disciplinary blocks, with the exception of math, 
which is taught as a single subject class. “We 
have found that math naturally integrates well 

with physics in grade nine. However, forcing this 
integration in other grades [chemistry and math, for 
example] caused either math or science projects to 
suffer,” says Kuhl.

The long blocks of time support the project-based 
learning approach that requires students to work 
independently and in small groups to complete inter-
disciplinary projects. It is primarily through project-
based learning that HTHMA emphasizes deeper 
learning skills. During their projects, students are 
guided to engage in more complex ways with a nar-
rower set of academic concepts by asking and an-
swering questions, rather than memorizing content 

High Tech High Media Arts

Sample HTHMA 9th Grade Schedule

8:30 – 9:35 Humanities

9:40 – 10:45 Humanities

10:50 – 11:55 Spanish

11:55 – 12:35 Lunch

12:40 – 1:40 Math/Physics

1:45 – 2:45 Math/Physics

2:50 – 3:30 X-block or Advisory

adult world connections, common intellectual 
mission, and teachers as designers—provide the 
framework for how school leaders schedule student 
and teacher time. Independent student work time, 
attention to relationship building, the requirement 
that all students complete internships in the com-
munity, and the significant teacher collaborative 
time built into the schedule all emanate from these 
design principles. The result is that time at HTHMA 
is allocated in ways that intentionally support stu-
dent acquisition and use of deeper learning skills 
as a matter of course throughout their educational 
experience. During the National Center on Time & 
Learning researchers’ visit, HTHMA seniors were 
preparing for their final graduation requirement—
the exit interview. During the interview, in front 

of teachers, peers, younger students, and family 
members, students articulate why they have earned 
a diploma from HTHMA by presenting examples of 
their work and summing up their personal and aca-
demic growth and future goals. As Kuhl explains:

We are asking the seniors, “How have we realized our 
mission through your experience?” We are striving to 
graduate young people who have discovered what moti-
vates them as learners, and how to continue to ask ques-
tions and work on finding the answers. That sets them 
on the path to becoming successful, well-fulfilled adults. 

At HTHMA, close relationships  
undergird students’ success in meet-
ing rigorous academic requirements. 
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a key element of Project-based learning 
at HTHMA is the final product, presented by the 
students in an exhibition attended by teachers, peers, 
family, and community members. A few years ago, a 
group of seniors discovered a barren hillside space, 
located a few blocks from the school. At the time, the 
plot’s past identity as a garden was barely discern-
ible after decades of abandonment. Nevertheless, the 
twelfth graders gained permission from the owners 
to take over the site. Then these seniors cleared the 
land and began to coax the soil back to health with 
compost and nutrients, so that they could cultivate 
flowers, fruits, and vegetables. In true interdisciplin-
ary fashion, the students also installed art and media 
next to the plants to celebrate the interconnected-
ness of nature. By May 2012, the “Senior Garden” 
was in full bloom. Flowering vines and vegetables 
crawled over plot boundaries; sculptures rose out 
of the ground; and vibrant artwork transformed an 
old toolshed. Delighted students laughed and joked 
as they guided their parents through the results of a 
semester’s work in environmental science and digital 
art in mixed media.  

In their environmental science class, the students 
had spent up to four hours in the garden per week (in 
two different groups for up to two hours a day each) 
over the previous semester. Garden time accounted 
for approximately 30 percent of the students’ total 
time in the course. Students worked in small groups 
to design their garden plots, cultivate fruits and veg-
etables, and complete the “Three Meters Cubed” proj-
ect. For this project, students taped off a three-meter 
cube of earth, and then recorded and photographed 
in minute detail everything observed there over the 
subsequent three months. The investigation emulated 
the methods of the noted biologist Edward O. Wilson, 
whose 2010 article in  National Geographic, with pho-
tos by David Liittschwager, explained what scientists 
have learned by observing life in small spaces: 

Inch by inch there are shifts in light and temperature, the 
size of the cavities, the chemistry of the air, soil, or water, 
the kind of food available, and the species of organisms. 
The combination of these properties, down to a micro-
scopic level, defines the surface ecosystem. Each species 
is specialized to survive and reproduce best in its particu-
lar niche.13

Lia Mueller, HTHMA’s twelfth-grade environ-
mental science teacher, eludcidates the value of the         
Senior Garden Project: 

One of the trickiest components in project-based learn-
ing is designing a semester-long project that incorporates   

multiple topics, keeps students motivated, and challenges 
them to explore those topics at a rigorous academic level. 
When I came across the Wilson/Littschwager article, the 
possibilities were immediately apparent. Here was an op-
portunity for my students to discover and document the 
life present in a portion of urban land whose natural his-
tory had never been directly studied or documented. Stu-
dents would be able to research ecosystem dynamics and 
soil science, as well as invertebrate zoology and botany in 
an authentic setting. In addition, by modeling the project 
on Wilson and Littschwager’s work, students would have 
ample opportunity to explore areas of personal interest 
within their designated plot. This inquiry gave students 
the opportunity to delve deeper into a specific area of 
focus, making their project unique while contributing to 
the collective understanding of their peers.  

Students who decide to take environmental science 
as an honors course are required to research, design, 
and complete an individual project of their own 
in addition to the class project. Students submit a 
proposal to their teacher for approval. The teacher 
aligns the project proposal to environmental science 
standards, providing guidance and suggesting 
modifications prior to approval. Students also 
complete a review of an appropriate book of their 
choosing and serve as in-class tutors for their peers. 
This model of academic coaching strengthens the 
experience for all.

In addition to revitalizing the land, students have 
also transformed the landscape with artwork.  Down 
the hill from the Senior Garden, at the edge of the 
property, dozens of small, square art pieces form a 
“cluster painting” that nearly covers an old toolshed. 
The art was created in Joshua Krause’s digital art 
and mixed media class, themed Restoration and 
Second Life. The students had created these pieces 
of art in answer to the “essential questions” Krause 
had posed to them at the beginning of the semester: 
“Can artwork grow in a garden? Does the way a space 
looks change the way we appreciate its value? Can 
basic materials revive a space, a community, a cul-
ture? What is a space you can reclaim?” Says Krause 
about his goal in assigning the project: 

In all of our collaborative work, we strive to bring solu-
tions to problems posed by our “clients.” In the case of the 
dilapidated shed, a mere coat of paint wouldn’t do, but an 
installation addressed the problem. In the very essence of 
collaboration, one piece of art wouldn’t have transformed 
the space, but many pieces, from many voices and per-
spectives, would create a new space and a new life. Each 
piece of work relied on all the other pieces, and that very 
concept created a sense of community and togetherness.

Deeper Learning SpotLight

Developing Scientific Inquiry, Collaboration, and  
Critical Thinking Skills in the “Senior Garden” 
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in preparation for tests. “We gladly give up some 
breadth for significant depth,” Kuhl states.

To teach the skills students need to successfully 
work in this environment, HTHMA teachers em-
phasize daily planning and routine, organization, 
cooperation/communication among team members, 
and daily reflection on performance. The school’s 
block schedule enables small groups of teachers and 
students to spend large amounts of time together, 
forming close relationships that help students stay 
organized and motivated. This adult support is 
particularly important in a learning setting that 
requires students to work independently and take 
considerable initiative. 

HTHMA also invests substantial time into its 
principle of creating “adult world connections” for 
students. Projects are situated within the concerns 
and issues of the local community and broader 
society, and adult volunteers frequently provide 
guidance and mentoring for students. The project-
based learning approach creates opportunities and 
a variety of “entry points” for different adults to lend 
expertise and build relationships with students in 
a way that more traditional curricula do not. For 

example, during one week every March, 
the entire school replaces its regular 
schedule for “One World Week,” where 
students and teachers are immersed in 
experiences outside the school, both lo-
cally and globally.  Students create art 

at local museums; travel to 
developing countries, such as 
Nicaragua; cycle for hundreds 
of miles; camp in the desert; 
and build musical instru-
ments. HTHMA juniors and 
seniors also work during four 
consecutive 30–40 hour weeks 

at an off-site internship each year. In 
the spring of 2010, the juniors published     
ampersand, a journal compiling their 
internship stories. They introduced the 
journal with these words: 

For an entire month we were no longer stu-
dents in a classroom. We were students & 
teachers, artists & assistants, lifesavers & care-
takers, and so much more. Through our chal-
lenges we all gained a new level of maturity, 
responsibility, and a sense of exactly what we 
are capable of.

Some HTHMA students also spend 
additional time in school participating 
in two summer programs. The first is a 
summer “bridge” program that helps new 
ninth-grade students adapt to the school; 
the second is a credit-recovery program 
for students who struggled during the 

academic year. HTHMA’s credit-recovery program 
is personalized to meet the needs of its students, 
focusing not only on academic skills but also on self-
management and interpersonal skills.

hoW hthma orgaNizes teaCher time
HTHMA teachers teach from 8:30 am to 3:30 Pm 
(with a one period prep and a 45-minute lunch); 
then meet together three mornings a week, from           
7:30 am–8:15 am; and offer office hours two days 
a week, from 3:30 Pm–4:30 Pm. Teachers also can 
frequently be found working with students dur-
ing lunch, other days after school, and sometimes 
even on weekends. Two mornings a month are “late 
starts.” Classes start at 9:30 am, allowing for longer, 
more in-depth collaboration time among teachers. 
New HTHMA teachers attend a seven-day training 
before school starts and are joined for eight addi-
tional days of collaboration by all teachers.  Seven 
additional professional development days are built in 
throughout the year.   

HTHMA organizes teacher time to maximize col-
laborative practice. Many classes are team taught, 
with teachers’ offices co-located and prep time often 

BBBB through projects, 
students engage in 
complex ways with 
academic concepts 
by asking as well as          
answering questions.
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scheduled together to maximize communication 
and relationship building throughout the day. The 
early morning teacher meetings that take place two 
to three times a week are used in one of three ways. 
Either the full faculty meets together and focuses 
on school-wide matters, or small groups of teach-
ers engage in professional development and inquiry 
around self-identified problems of practice, or teach-
ers work with grade-level teams. Last spring, teach-
ers were working on teaching writing across the 
disciplines, improving students’ ability to engage in 
peer critique, and improving the project-based learn-
ing experience for English language learners. 

about high teCh high NetWork
High Tech High was launched as a single charter 
high school in 2000 by a coalition of San Diego civic 
and high-tech industry leaders who had come to-
gether to discuss the dearth of qualified candidates 
for high-tech jobs. The group was particularly con-
cerned about the “digital divide” that often prevents 
women and people of color from entering the STEM 
disciplines. According to the High Tech High web-
site, “The founding group was clear about its intent: 
to create a school where students would be pas-
sionate about learning and would acquire the basic 
skills of work and citizenship.”14 As the original 
High Tech High thrived, the network evolved into a 
charter management organization that now operates 
two elementary schools, four middle schools, and 
five high schools in San Diego County. In 2007, High 
Tech High launched its own graduate school of edu-
cation, offering school and teacher leadership M.Ed 
programs, professional development, and teacher 
credentialing.  Six High Tech High schools, includ-
ing High Tech High Media Arts, are clustered in the 
“village” built by the network in San Diego’s Point 
Loma neighborhood.

High Tech High’s mission is to “develop and sup-
port innovative public schools where all students de-
velop the academic, workplace, and citizenship skills 
for postsecondary success.” Goals for each High 
Tech school include:

a serve a student body that mirrors the ethnic 
and socioeconomic diversity of the local com-
munity;

a integrate technical and academic educa-
tion to prepare students for post-secondary edu-
cation in both high tech and liberal arts fields;

a increase the number of educationally dis-
advantaged students in math and engineering 
who succeed in high school and post-secondary 
education;

a graduate students will be thoughtful, en-
gaged citizens.15

High Tech High’s design principles were devel-
oped by founding principal Larry Rosenstock and 

colleagues in the New Urban High School Project 
(NUHS), an initiative of the U.S. Department of Edu-
cation’s Office of Vocational and Adult Education. 
The design principles are:

a personalizaTion:  High Tech High students 
are known well by adults in the school. Curricu-
lum, instruction, and assessment are student-
centered. Students pursue their passions and 
interests through projects. Personal reflection is 
an explicit academic routine.  

a adulT-world connecTions:  All students 
in every grade level connect their studies to the 
world beyond school through field studies, com-
munity service, internships, and consultations 
with outside experts. 

a common inTellecTual mission:  At High 
Tech High, all students learn to use their minds 
well in a college-going culture. Schools articu-
late common expectations for learning that 
apply to all students across the academic disci-
plines. The school does not track students. Stu-
dents work together in a variety of homogeneous 
and heterogeneous groups.  

a Teacher as designer:  High Tech High 
teachers are program and curriculum designers. 
They design their own curricula and projects. 
Additionally, they step up to lead parts of, or 
entire, meetings and to participate in critical 
decisions regarding curriculum, assessment, 
classroom budgets, professional development, 
advisory, hiring, facilities, student discipline, 
and other significant areas of the school.

high tech high graduation requirements

english: 4 years

social science: 3 years

math: 4 years

science: 4 years

language: 2 levels

visual arts: 1 year

elective: 1 year

academic internshiP

senior Project Seniors complete a substantial 
project focused on a topic of their choice

exit intervieW 
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CASE 4  International Community High School

❝
Peer to Peer 
Learning
Leveraging diversity to create an engaged 
and supportive learning environment

bronx, neW york 
A member of Internationals Network for Public Schools

The International Community High School (ICHS) shares,   
with two other New York city public schools, a sprawling 
building that covers half a city block in the South Bronx.  
Started by the Internationals Network for Public Schools in 
2006 as a New York City public school exclusively enrolling 
immigrants who are English language learners, ICHS now 
enrolls 371 recent young immigrants in grades 9 – 12. The stu-
dent population is 79 percent low-income, 68 percent Hispanic, 
28 percent Black (African and Haitian), 2 percent Asian, and 
2 percent White (Middle Eastern, largely Yemeni). Forty-five 
percent of these students enter ICHS with little to no literacy in 
their home languages, while 80 percent start ICHS having been 
in the U.S. less than two months.

During a humanities class one afternoon last spring, a mixed-
age class of 19 students was developing a survey for family mem-
bers as part of a project entitled My Roots. Working in small 
groups seated at tables, the students had generated ideas for 
questions, and now the entire class was voting on the best ques-
tions to include in the survey. The class voted thumbs-up for 
What is the difference between this country and your native country? 
How did you feel on the first day you came to the United States? Who 
from your country do you miss the most? As they divided into pairs 
to test out the survey, a student from Yemen quietly offered to 
help her tablemate from the Dominican Republic. 

Strong language 
skills develop 
most effectively 
in context and 
emerge most 
naturally in a 
purposeful, 
language-rich, 
interdisciplinary 
and experiential 
program.”

netWork’s 
Pedagogical 
aPProach, 
Internationals 
Network for Public 
Schools
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Speaking first in English and then in Spanish, 
teacher Trevor Safford asked the class: “When we 
are interviewing our partners, do we try to write 
down every single word they say?” He then asked 
one young man to translate into Arabic for others at 
his table and then demonstrated a strategy for taking 
shorthand notes on the whiteboard, writing “Instead 
of ‘there are more mosques in Senegal’ you might 
write ‘+ mosques Senegal’ or ‘Senegal mosques > 
U.S. mosques.’ ” At the sound of a beep from the PA 
system, all the students looked up. Before explaining 
a schedule change, ICHS Principal Berena Cabarcas 
requested: “Students, please translate this for those 
who need it.”

The Internationals Network approach is tailored 
to ensure that high school-age recent immigrants ac-
quire English fluency, are prepared for post-second-
ary education, and develop deeper learning skills. 
The main pedagogical strategies used by schools in 
the network are experiential, project-based learning; 
collaboration among students and among teachers; 
assessment by portfolio in addition to more tradi-
tional measures; the use of peer feedback as a tool 
for students and teachers to reflect and improve; and 
personalized academic and emotional support. 

Language is not taught as a separate class at ICHS. 
Instead, every teacher teaches language within the 
context of his or her discipline. According to the 
network, “[S]trong language skills develop most ef-
fectively in context and emerge most naturally in 
a purposeful, language-rich, interdisciplinary, and 

experiential program.”16 
ICHS considers multi-
lingual and multicul-
tural proficiencies as key 
skills for success in the 
21st-century economy 
and as vital elements of 
its diverse school com-
munity. Students and 
teachers can often be 
heard translating expla-
nations and comments 
back and forth into two, 
and sometimes three, 
languages within the 
course of a single class-
room conversation. As 
global studies teacher 
Tim Blackburn explains:

We never isolate the 
language skills from the 
content. We are always 
connecting. Students re-
ally will get it if given the time to engage and re-engage 
with the text, language, skills, concepts, and ideas. When 
we present language as a system and demystify it, stu-
dents become much less reluctant to speak and write. 
For example, one strategy we use is to break down the 
parts of speech in the context of analyzing and thinking 
about big ideas.

International Community 
High School (ICHS)  

at a Glance

Principal  Berena 
Cabarcas

student Population

grades served 9 – 12 

Number of students 371

Qualify for free/
reduced-price lunch

79%

Qualify for special 
needs services

4%

english language 
learners

90%
[Students 
come from 
20 countries 
and speak 
more than 15 
languages]

ell students scoring at or  
above Proficient on the New york  

regents exam in 2011  
(difference compared to  ell stu-

dents in surrounding district)

ela 40% (+7%)

math 60% (+23%)

BBBB students collab-
orate with one another 
to gain language skills 
and content mastery.
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hoW iChs orgaNizes studeNt time
For its students, the ICHS day runs from 9:00 am to 
3:55 Pm Monday through Thursday and from 9:00 
am to 2:40 Pm on Friday—a school-specific, 40-week 
schedule that ICHS teachers designed and voted to 
implement through the “school-based option” process 
that provides autonomy to individual New York City 
public schools on a variety of issues. 

At ICHS, students and teachers are organized 
into interdisciplinary teams (each team contains ap-
proximately 80 students and four or five teachers). 
Teams are generally split into either ninth and tenth 
graders or upperclassmen, with a set of teachers who 
span the disciplines. Students are assigned to classes 
within their teams and are also intentionally mixed 
according to English language proficiency, prior 
schooling, and other factors. 

Classes are 60 minutes long and mostly single sub-
ject. Within the New York City public school system, 
60 minutes represents an expanded block, compared 
to the conventional schedule of 45-minute classes. 
Other distinguishing features of ICHS include class-
es that are designed to employ experiential, project-
based learning; collaboration among students and 
among teachers; and public presentation of students’ 
end-of-semester portfolio. In addition, at ICHS, class-
es integrate content needed to pass the New York 
State Regents exams (required for graduation) and to 
cover material in state-mandated academic standards 

as well. Third period is reserved for 
“Regents review” or “Enrichment.” 
Students who have not yet passed 
the five Regents exams required for 
graduation enroll in Regents review 
classes, which are taught in a tradi-
tional teacher-led model and focus 
on specific skills and knowledge 
needed to pass the tests. Other stu-
dents participate in a variety of en-
richments during the third period—
including literacy enhancements, 
calculus, strengthening Spanish 
language skills, advanced arts, and 
other pursuits. Each ICHS student 
has a schedule individually designed 
to provide what he or she needs to 

satisfy graduation requirements.
The school’s efforts to provide adult-world con-

nections culminate in a mandatory eleventh-grade 
“internship” class, where students spend ten Fridays 
offsite and the other days as classroom time to con-
centrate on career exploration and college-readiness. 
A map of New York City emblazoned with the head-
line Where Are Our Interns? is plastered prominently 
on one of the school walls, with bright yellow post-its 
dotted throughout the boroughs.

ICHS students also attend classes and activities in 
July and August. In these summer months, students 
are required to attend the school’s five-week summer 
program, dedicated to preparing for the Regents, that 
runs from 9 am to 1 Pm. Additional activities include 
attending classes at Hostof Community College; par-
ticipating in an intensive week preparing to be col-
lege peer educators in a program called College Sum-
mit; or taking a two-week Montreal trip for French 
language immersion, sponsored by the French Em-
bassy’s French Heritage Language program.

hoW iChs orgaNizes teaCher time
ICHS teachers are required to work Monday through 
Friday from 9:00 am to 3:55 Pm. This schedule, de-
signed and approved by ICHS teachers and school 
leaders, allocates all the teacher time mandated by 
the New York City Department of Education—in-

cluding the standard work day, the 37.5 ad-
ditional minutes per day for four days/week 
instituted in 2006 to provide additional help 
to struggling students, and the mandated 
40-minute monthly principal/faculty meet-
ing—in ways that are designed to maximize 
teacher collaborative time. 

One of the teachers described the school 
schedule—which balances individual stu-
dent course needs with teacher preparation 
time prescribed by union contracts and ex-
tra time for teacher collaboration, all within 
the parameters of the district-determined 

International Community High School

Sample ICHS Student Schedule

9:00 – 10:00 Science

10:03 – 11:03 Math

11:06 – 12:06 Intervention

12:06 – 12:46 Lunch

12:49 – 1:49 English

1:52 – 2:52 Physical Education / “Selectives”

2:55 – 3:55 Social Studies

High-school age recent immigrants
acquire English fluency, are prepared
for postsecondary education, and
develop deeper learning skills.
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given the comPlex scheduling requirements of the 
New York City school system, it is no small feat that 
ICHS Principal Berena Cabarcas has carved out six 
afternoons per year exclusively for student portfolio 
presentations. On these days at ICHS, students who 
are not presenting their portfolios are released early. 
Each teacher has a group of five students who pres-
ent their portfolios reflecting work from the entire 
semester and also critique their peers’ presentations. 

On the morning of their presentations last spring, 
students arrived at school formally dressed—
some wearing Western-style suits, and others, the 
traditional formal dress of their native countries.  
After most students were dismissed in the early 
afternoon, the ones presenting their portfolios 
made their way upstairs to the assigned classrooms, 
nervously tying ties and adjusting head scarves. 

As a group of five tenth graders made their way 
into his classroom, Tim Blackburn, a global studies 
teacher, eagerly anticipated the event. The students 
from his class would be presenting their work 
analyzing the growth of the Islamic Empire, and 
they would also present on units they had studied 
in humanities and math. During his teacher team’s 
two-hour meeting the previous week, Blackburn had 
been briefed by the other teachers on his team about 
what to look for during the humanities and math 
sections of students’ presentations, just as he had 
briefed them on how to assess the students’ global 
studies presentations. 

Emmanuel R., a 
native of the Dominican 
Republic, was the first to 
present. With his voice 
gaining in confidence, 
he sketched a triangle on 
the whiteboard to explain 
his first project, one 
focused on mathematics: 
Calculating the angle 
of the sun’s elevation at 
different points over the 
course of the day using 
the length of his shadow, 
the tenth grader deftly 
sketched the angles and 
showed how he used 
trigonometry to predict 
the next angle over a 
consistent span of time. 
Through a 20-minute 
PowerPoint presentation, 
Emmanuel detailed 

other projects he had done, including in science 
(researching the genetic similarities among different 
animals using both structural and DNA evidence), 
humanities (analyzing the motivations of the main 
character in the Kurt Vonnegut short story The Foster 
Portfolio), and world studies (explaining how cultural 
diffusion helped the expansion of the ancient Islamic 
Empire). 

At various points during the presentation, 
Blackburn interjected to pose pointed questions to 
his student, such as: “Why is a cladogram helpful 
in demonstrating your hypothesis that the pig is 
most closely related to the hippopotamus? Why is 
the DNA evidence that disproved your hypothesis 
more important than the structural evidence that 
supported it?” Emmanuel’s peers, encouraged by 
Blackburn to do so, also asked a few questions. After 
he concluded his presentation, Blackburn asked 
Emmanuel to wait outside and then spent about ten 
minutes in conversation with the group of students, 
evaluating the presentation they had just heard using 
the school’s customized rubric. When called back into 
the room, Emmanuel was congratulated by everyone. 
Blackburn offered content-focused feedback: “Next 
time, go more in-depth on your literary and historical 
analyses.” The teacher also recommended specific 
presentation strategies: “Try to use your hands, 
but make sure not to pace in front of your slides.”  
Emmanuel smiled in relief, sinking into his seat as 
the next student readied her presentation.

Deeper Learning SpotLight

Developing Critical Thinking and Communication Skills  
through Portfolio Presentations 

BBBB each iChs student 
has a schedule individually 
designed to provide what 
he or she needs to satisfy 
graduation requirements.
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school day—as a “work of art.” Teachers attend  
planning meetings and professional development 
sessions as a teacher team, with a group of four or 
five teachers assigned to approximately 80 students. 
Some of the teams also include paraprofessionals, 
who provide support to students receiving special 
education services. Just as ICHS students are orga-
nized, so the teachers are grouped heterogeneously 
in terms of experience, discipline, language back-
ground, and gender to ensure that everyone brings a 
different perspective to the team. 

All ICHS teachers meet in their teams for two 
hours every week, while the students participate in 
partner-led art programming. Some of this teacher 
meeting time is spent addressing the individual  
issues of every student on the team—monitoring 
academic progress by analyzing student data,  
attending to social challenges, and reaching out to 
the student’s family. A guidance counselor who is 
linked to each team provides support in resolving 
students’ non-academic problems. Teachers provide 
feedback on one another’s curricula and engage in 
joint planning for cross-disciplinary projects and 
end-of-semester portfolio presentations. Further, 
each teacher team draws on the resources of disci-
pline-specific coaches. Many of the coaches are from 
the faculty at Bard College, which is the result of a  
developing partnership between the two institutions. 
Coaches help with curricula design and instruction-
al strategies. In addition, ICHS teachers meet with 
their departmental colleagues for one hour each 
week, to focus on common teaching strategies and 
assessments and to work on matching the scope and 
sequence of the school’s diverse curricula.

In addition to these meeting 
times, once a month, teachers 
who have a mix of ninth- and 
tenth-grade classes have a full 
day of professional develop-
ment, totaling nine full days 
over the course of the year. 
During this time, the teachers 
observe at other schools within 
the Internationals Network for 
Public Schools, co-plan lessons 
and projects, and attend exter-
nal professional development 
on specific subjects. The teach-
ers who have eleventh- and 
twelfth-grade students have an 
extra professional development 
period each week that totals to 
approximately the equivalent 
professional development time 
as the ninth and tenth grade 
teachers overall. As they par-
ticipate in these professional 
development activities, ICHS 

teachers present what they are learning to their 
peers in the portfolio-style required of students.    
Additionally, at ICHS, new teachers are required, 
and veteran teachers are encouraged, to attend two-
week professional development seminars offered by 
Internationals over the summer.

Like other deeper learning schools, ICHS 
organizes student and teacher time in alignment 
with the principles and core practices of its 
supporting network. At Internationals, the deeper 
learning skills are considered and taught through 
the lenses of cultural adjustment and English 
language acquisition for every student. In designing 
its schedule, ICHS, as a district public school, 
contends with more complicated scheduling 
challenges and less autonomy than charter schools. 
Nevertheless, ICHS has been able to incorporate 
many of the specific time practices of other deeper 
learning schools, including small teacher/student 
teams that provide personalized support, portfolio 
assessments that require students to synthesize and 
think critically about academic material, and off-
site internships to connect students with the adult 
world. The Internationals approach of immersing 
students in academic content across disciplines 
while teaching English fluency is in itself a deeper 
learning strategy. Students collaborate with one 
another to gain language skills and content mastery. 
Here, they communicate in a multilingual and 
multicultural environment in which they must 
consider unfamiliar perspectives multiple times 
every day. With the help of their teachers, ICHS 
students are encouraged to think critically and 
problem solve in and outside the classroom. 

International Community High School

BBBB deeper learning skills 
are taught through the 
lenses of cultural adjust-
ment and english language 
acquisition.
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international Community high school (iChs)        
graduation requirements

To graduate ICHS, students must acquire a  
New York State Regents diploma by earning  
44 credits, as follows: 

english  8

social studies  8

science  6

math  6

arts   2

in a language other than english  2

health and Physical education  5

elective credits   7

and Passing 5 regents exams in the 
folloWing subjects:

Comprehensive English
Mathematics
Global History and Geography
U.S. History and Government
Science 

iChs also requires graduating students to

compleTe The inTernship projecT.  This 
includes participating in the internship, creating a 
website with essays reflecting on the experiences, and 
creating a resume.

creaTe and successfully presenT a 
graduaTion porTfolio:  The portfolio must 
include literary analysis, a social studies research 
paper, written results of a science project or experi-
ment, and a math application project. The presenta-
tion, which is given to teachers, peers, community and 
family members, includes a 30-minute presentation 
and  60–90 minutes of questions. The school aligns 
its portfolio presentation requirements with the New 
York Performance Standards Consortium. At ICHS, 
students also are required to give shorter presenta-
tions twice a year leading up to their senior gradua-
tion portfolio. 

about iNterNatioNals NetWork
internationals netWork for Public 
Schools founded its first high school in 1985 on the 
campus of LaGuardia Community College. This 
rewas the result of a collaborative effort between 
the New York City Department of Education and 
the City University of New York. The network was 
incorporated as a 501 (c)(3) nonprofit in 2004 and has 
evolved into a multidimensional intermediary, work-
ing in partnership with local education departments 
and communities to support ten high schools in New 
York City and two in California. 

Internationals provides support to member 
schools through professional development events, 
leadership development, and curriculum develop-
ment. In partnership with Long Island University 
and the New York City Department of Education, 
in 2008, the network developed I-START, an alter-
native teacher certification program based on the 
urban teacher residency model. I-START prepares 
teachers of English as a Second Language for New 
York City schools by apprenticing candidates with 
mentor teachers in International High Schools and 
engaging them in school-based projects.  

The Internationals approach to educate English 
language learners is based upon five key tenets. For 
each of these, the network has developed a compre-
hensive set of associated practices, which inform 
school leaders and teachers about how to implement 
these tenets in the classroom. The tenets are:

a heTerogeneiTy and collaboraTion: 
Schools and classrooms are heterogeneous 
and collaborative structures that build on the 
strengths of each member of the school commu-
nity to optimize learning.

a experienTial learning:  Expansion of the 
21st-century schools beyond the four walls of the 
building motivates adolescents and enhances 
their capacity to successfully participate in mod-
ern society. 

a language and conTenT inTegraTion: 
Strong language skills develop most effectively 
in context and emerge most naturally in a pur-
poseful, language-rich, interdisciplinary, and 
experiential program.

a localized auTonomy and responsibiliTy: 
Linking autonomy and responsibility at every 
level within a learning community allows all 
members to contribute to their fullest potential.

a one learning model for all:  Every 
member of the school community experiences 
the same learning model, maximizing an envi-
ronment of mutual academic support. Thus, all 
members of the school community work in di-
verse, collaborative groups on hands-on projects; 
put another way, the model for adult learning 
and student learning mirror each other.”17
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CASE 5  New Tech High at Arsenal Tech

❝The idea for the 
project-based, 
interdisciplinary 
classes is 
that we want 
students to 
learn in very 
similar ways to 
the way they will 
work in everyday 
life.”

scott defreese, 
Principal,  
New Tech High at 
Arsenal Tech

indianaPolis, indiana 
A member of the New Tech Network

Analyzers, 
Evaluators, and 
Creators

“What drives you to want to succeed? What blocks your way, 
and how do you overcome it? Understanding your motivation  
is critical to becoming a self-initiated learner.” For seniors at 
New Tech High in Indianapolis, a very personal exploration, 
framed by these questions, is sparked by their in-depth analysis 
of one of the most complicated and troubled characters in all 
English  literature—Shakespeare’s Hamlet. During the seniors’ 
discussion of the tragedy, taking place during their daily  
90-minute English/history seminar, they explore Hamlet’s  
psychological profile and intrinsic/extrinsic motivations. 
Explains Mark Mendoza, the twelfth-grade English teacher: 
“We specifically chose Hamlet because he is a procrastinator, 
and we don’t want these kids to be procrastinators. We want 
them to take action.  So, we’re exploring that theme throughout 
reading Hamlet. As we read the play, the students engage in lit-
erary criticism and analysis, and, at the same time, we are using 
the play as a platform to explain motivational theory and have 
the students examine their own motivations.”   

New Tech High at Arsenal Tech, which is part of the New 
Tech Network, was founded with the mission of broadly pre-
paring its students to become the “analyzers, evaluators, and        
creators who will be successful in the global economy.”18 Begun 
in 2007 as a magnet school within the Indianapolis Public 
Schools (IPS), New Tech High is part of Arsenal Technical

Fostering higher-order thinking skills
through creativity and engagement
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High School, a multischool campus comprising 
three magnet schools and four smaller academies for 
non-magnet students—the freshman, sophomore, ju-
nior, and senior academies. New Tech High enrolls 
283 students in grades 9 – 12, and any student who 
resides within the IPS district is eligible to attend 
New Tech High, even if Arsenal Technical High 
School is not his/her regular district school. Because 
New Tech High is a magnet option, students who 
are interested in attending the school must complete 
a magnet application to be admitted. Largely, the 
school’s student population reflects IPS as a whole: 
82 percent of students qualify for free or reduced-
price lunch; 18 percent are English language learn-
ers; 16 percent receive special education services.  

In addition to academic content aligned with the 
Indiana state standards in core subjects, the New 
Tech model has a specific focus on teaching students 
the skills of citizenship, a work ethic, presentation, 
critical thinking, and collaboration.19 Students       
develop these skills by collaborating on and complet-
ing integrated group projects, and teachers assess 
their progress using rubrics for each skill. New Tech 
High’s unique educational approach has produced 
impressive results. In 2011, New Tech High students 
outperformed their peers in the surrounding district 
high schools on the English language arts and math 

ISAT, Indiana’s state 
standardized test.  New 
Tech High’s graduation 
rate also surpassed the 
district average that year, 
as it graduated 82 per-
cent of its students, com-
pared to an average of   
75 percent district-wide.  

hoW NeW teCh high
orgaNizes studeNt time

Similar to the other 
deeper learning schools 
featured in this report, 
New Tech Network’s 
design principles—real-
world, project-based 
learning; the use of technology to support instruc-
tion; and maintaining a school culture that promotes 
trust, respect, and responsibility—provide the foun-
dation for how time is scheduled for students and 
teachers here. The school’s long, interdisciplinary 
class periods, web-enabled laptops that allow instant 
access to information, and the significant amount 
of time dedicated to teacher collaboration directly 
correlate to the network’s design principles. Instead 

BBBB the New tech model 
focuses on the skills of 
citizenship, a work ethic, 
presentation, critical think-
ing, and collaboration.

New Tech High at  
Arsenal Tech

at a Glance               

Principal  Scott 
DeFreese

student Population

grades served 9 – 12 

Number of students 283

Qualify for free/
reduced-price lunch

82%

Qualify for special 
needs services

16%

english language 
learners

18%

students scoring at or  
above Proficient on the  

istaP test in 2011  
(difference compared to  

surrounding district)

ela 54% (+15%)

math 49% (+10%)
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of allocating special periods of time to teach deeper 
learning skills, New Tech High embeds these skills 
across all its content areas. Says Principal Scott 
DeFreese, these skills are essential for success: 

Developing strong work habits and critical thinking and 
presentation skills, as well as the ability to collaborate 
with others, is crucial to our students’ success, both here 
at New Tech and, more importantly, after they gradu-
ate.  We teach and assess these skills in every class so 
students are prepared for the real world.  When they 
leave here they will have to collaborate with others and 
communicate their ideas, so we give them a learning en-
vironment to develop those skills.  

New Tech High at Arsenal Tech

As a part of the Indianapolis 
public school system, New Tech 
High uses the same academic 
calendar as other IPS high schools. 
New Tech  students attend school 
for 36 weeks, from August through 
June, and the student day begins 
at 7:30 am and ends at 2:30 Pm 
Monday through Friday. However, 
unlike traditional IPS high 
schools that schedule 45-minute 
single-subject class periods, core 
academic class periods at New 
Tech High are taught in 90-minute 

interdisciplinary blocks. The exception to this 
schedule is freshman Algebra, the only math 
subject on the state standardized test. Taught by 
two teachers during a 90-minute block, Algebra 
gives students time to receive additional practice 
and support. Every day between 11:10 am and 12:50 
Pm, New Tech students eat lunch and      attend 
45-minute long elective classes in other buildings 
on the Arsenal Tech campus. (New Tech High itself 
does not provide any elective classes.)

At New Tech High, project-based learning is the 
dominant pedagogical approach for core academic 
classes. Principal DeFreese explains the rationale: 

7:30 - 9:17 American Studies – Honors US History and Honors 
English 

9:22 - 11:07 Biochemistry – Honors Chemistry and Biology II 

11:10-12:50  Electives and lunch on main campus 

12:50-2:30 Mathematical Applications – Honors Pre-Calculus and 
Honors Physics 

Sample 11th-Grade Student Schedule

BBBB “deeper learning re-
quires deeper relationships 
with adults facilitating the 
learning.... the longer class 
periods allow for this.”
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Deeper Learning SpotLight

New Tech Students Advise  
the Indianapolis Zoo

during an eleventh-grade neW tech high 
environmental science/zoology class, a student 
teacher holds up three large poster boards filled with 
diagrams, graphs, and text. He tells the class: 

These are examples of the posters that your groups will 
create as the final product for our zoology project. These 
have some, but not all, of the required elements. What 
else do these posters need to convince the staff at the zoo 
to follow our recommendations about the best habitat, re-
sources, and population density for their animals?

Students immediately launch into a critique of the 
examples. One student points out that a particular 
poster is text heavy, providing no graphs or tables 
displaying information about birth rates, death rates, 
or any other factors that affect population density. 
Another student points out that while one poster has 
many appealing pictures, diagrams, and graphs, it 
lacks any background text. She also says the poster 
provides unclear recommendations to the zoo. Then 
the class comes to a consensus: The poster that offers 
the most compelling recommendations—though it 
is not the most visually appealing—has tables com-
paring the population densities and birth rates of an 
animal living in the zoo to the same animal in the 
wild, pictures showing the animal’s natural habitat 
in comparison to its zoo habitat, a written analysis of 
the comparisons, and clear and concise recommenda-
tions that are tied to the analysis. 

This project, as well as all others at New Tech, 
began with a review of an “entry document,” which 
builds a scenario for the project, outlines the problem, 
defines roles and tasks, and sets expectations for the 
final product. Frequently, entry documents are writ-
ten from the point of view of an outside organization 
that is enlisting the support of New Tech students.  
In this case, the perspective is that of the president 
of the Indianapolis Zoo who, in this entry document, 
asks the students to conduct research on ideal popu-
lation density and habitat for several species at the 
zoo and to make recommendations to zoo personnel 
about improving care of the animals. Students di-
vided themselves into groups of four to complete the 
project, which will take approximately two weeks.  

After their poster discussion, which lasts 
about 15 minutes, the students in the class join 
their group members and begin the initial 
research of the animal they chose to study. 
In almost every group, one or two students 
use laptops to conduct web-based research on 
their animal; one student writes the informa-
tion on a large whiteboard; and one student 
acts as a project manager, ensuring the group 

is on task and writing down questions that may re-
quire further discussion in workshops—a lesson or 
activity geared toward answering students’ questions. 
As Liza, an eleventh grader, chronicles: 

Throughout a project we will often switch roles—like 
who is going to manage the overall project and who is 
going to be on a computer conducting research or taking 
notes, so that everyone can develop different skills. But 
for the most part, we work as a team to get everything 
done, and if we can’t figure something out together, we 
ask our teachers for workshops. Also, in this project and 
others, we get used to presenting to people outside the 
school. Most of us know how to go out to a company and 
present in front of all its workers because we’re used to it 
by now.

Once groups finish gathering all the relevant infor-
mation on their animal and begin to synthesize the 
information and generate specific questions about 
their animals, teachers will provide guidance either 
to individual groups or in whole-class workshops. Eve 
Montgomery, the biology/zoology teacher, describes 
these further explorations: 

A lot of questions, like “What is population density?” stu-
dents can answer on their own, so we provide them with 
the time and resources to do that. What we want to do is 
find out what their deeper questions are, like “How can 
we determine the ideal population density of a species 
in a zoo when they are in captivity and are not exposed 
to any predators?” That’s when we step in and provide 
workshops, so we can have a deeper discussion about 
their questions.  

Before students formulate their recommendations, 
they will visit the Indianapolis Zoo to talk with the 
zoo’s staff and to assess their animals’ current habi-
tats. Students will use a surveyor’s wheel to measure 
the perimeter of the enclosure for each species to 
determine the square footage and calculate the popu-
lation density. Groups will then analyze all the infor-
mation and formulate their recommendations. The 
project will culminate with each group presenting 
their analysis and recommendations to the zoo’s staff. 

Students outline the problem, 
define roles and tasks, and set 

expectations for the final product.
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The idea for the project-based, interdisciplinary classes 
is that we want students to learn in very similar ways to 
the way they will work in everyday life…. We also need to 
give students access to the language in which they were 
born through digital technology and provide a learning 
environment with the interconnectedness for what they 
are used to, which is why we have longer classes. The 
longer class periods allow students to learn in the frame-
work that’s familiar to this generation.

Along with scheduling longer blocks of time for 
students to fully engage in project-based learning, 
the school ensures that every student has access to a 
computer and the internet so they can develop com-
puter literacy skills that are vital for success in the 
21st century. The principal offers the reasoning:

You can’t do project-based learning without comput-
ers. And you can’t give students a glimpse or feel of 
real-world experiences without computers because no 
one does their job these days without a computer. For 
instance, the students learn to use programs like i-Movie 
Suite, i-Web, and GarageBand to create really amazing 
products. They can take content that they learn and       
actually do something with it.

Recently, a group of students used i-Movie to make 
a documentary film about the Civil Rights Move-
ment and the Voting Rights Act of 1965.  They Dress-
ing up in costumes, they re-enacted scenes from 
the movement and the passage of the act. They also 
wrote research papers that DeFreese later said “com-
pletely blew me away!... The depth of content knowl-

edge and work that came out of this project is far 
superior to anything students could have produced 
using only textbooks.”

Because New Tech High core academics teachers 
spend roughly twice as much time with students 
as they would if the classes were taught in a single-
subject format, these educators have opportunities 
to develop closer relationships with students, as the 
principal affirms: 

Deeper learning requires deeper relationships with the 
adults facilitating the learning. If you have adults that 
can have the time to sit down with the kids, they can 
build relationships. Our teachers build strong relation-
ships with the kids, and the longer class periods allow 
teachers to build these relationships.

hoW NeW teCh high orgaNizes teaCher time
Because New Tech High is an Indianapolis Public 
School, its teachers work the same contracted day 
and school year as do all district teachers—from 7:00 
am to 3:00 Pm Monday through Friday. New Tech 
High teachers teach three 90-minute class periods 
a day and have one planning period. While students 
are attending electives and lunch in other campus 
buildings, teachers have a 60-minute common 
planning period that can be used for individual  
prep or collaboration and a 30-minute lunch.  
Says New Tech physics and astronomy teacher 
Andrew Ringham: 

New Tech High at Arsenal Tech

BBBB every student has 
access to a computer 
and the internet so they 
can develop computer 
literacy skills.
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Teachers need the unstructured, common planning time 
to be able to adapt to the needs of the students as projects 
progress and questions arise…. In the project setting, a 
lot of what happens can’t necessarily be prescheduled 
because we turn classroom direction over to the students. 
We teachers have a loose sketch for what we want to do, 
and we know the order we would like to do it if we were 
running the project, but we’re not running the project; 
we’re facilitating it for the students to complete. So we 
always have a sketch or idea of what’s going to happen in 
the middle part of the project but really a lot of that stuff 
is spent on day-to-day planning.

Twice a week, typically on Tuesdays and Fridays, 
during the common planning period, Principal 
DeFreese leads whole-school professional learning 
community (PLC) meetings that are dedicated to im-
proving teachers’ effectiveness at implementing the 
project-based learning approach. During these meet-
ings, teachers share project ideas and documents as 
their colleagues follow a “critical friends” protocol, 
which requires teachers to focus their feedback on 
specific aspects of the project—specifically, on au-
thenticity, academic rigor, applied learning, active 
exploration, adult connections, and assessment prac-
tices.20 As DeFreese further explains: 

More time for collaborative planning allows for deeper 
engagement. If you give teachers more time to work to-
gether, you get better results, so we give teachers more 
time together. The key is monitoring it as an administra-
tor to keep the meetings focused. At New Tech, we use 
the critical friends protocol to ensure the discussion is 
focused and relevant and that it keeps moving forward. 
During the meetings I oversee, teachers present what 
projects they are going to do in the next couple of weeks 
and everyone provides feedback. We also train teachers 
in using group dynamics and to utilize rubrics for assess-
ing student work and to integrate 21st-century skills in 
their lessons.   

In addition to New Tech’s PLC meetings, teach-
ers are required to attend district-wide professional 
development once a month during their planning 
periods.

about NeW teCh NetWork
Originally established in the mid-1990s to ensure 
the success and sustainability of an innovative high 
school in Napa, CA, New Tech Network has evolved 
into a non-profit school development organization 
that supports 120 schools in 18 U.S. states and 
Australia. Schools within the network implement 
a project-based curriculum and also commit the 
resources to have a one-to-one computer to student 
ratio. New Tech Network supports schools during 
the initial planning process, trains faculty and 
administrators, and provides four years of on-site 
services.

According to New Tech Network’s website, the 

New tech high at arsenal tech  
graduation requirements

english: 4 years

social studies: 3 years

math: 4 years

science: 4 years

foreign language elective: 3 years

electives: 2 every year

academic internshiP

senior Project: Seniors complete a substantial 
project focused on a topic of their choice

Students who successfully complete the full body of 
coursework at New Tech High are eligible for an Aca-
demic Honors Diploma, the most academically rigor-
ous diploma offered by the state of Indiana.

following three design elements help to ensure their 
schools’ success:

a a projecT-based learning is aT The hearT 
of The neTwork’s insTrucTional ap-
proach. With this approach, learning is contex-
tual, creative, and shared. Students collaborate on 
projects that require critical thinking and communi-
cation. By making learning relevant to them in this 
way, student engagement reaches new levels. This 
higher level of engagement is associated with better 
educational outcomes.

a Technology supporTs The neTwork’s ap-
proach To insTrucTion and culTure. All 
classrooms have a one-to-one computing ratio. With 
access to Web-enabled computers and the latest in 
collaborative learning technology, every student be-
comes a self-directed learner who no longer needs to 
rely on teachers or textbooks for knowledge and di-
rection. Network schools use Echo, an online learn-
ing management system, to create a network that 
helps students, teachers, and parents connect to one 
another and to student projects across the country. 

a a culTure ThaT promoTes TrusT, respecT, 
and responsibiliTy. At New Tech schools, 
students, and teachers alike have ownership of the 
learning experience and their school environment. 
Working on projects and in teams, students are 
accountable to their peers and acquire a level of re-
sponsibility similar to what they would experience 
in a professional work environment.21
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each of the five deePer learning schools Profiled in this re-
port have redesigned—in some cases, transformed—how students and teach-
ers spend their time in school. Considering time as a flexible resource, these 
schools have modified several traditional educational conventions, including 
the structure of a school day and year; the length and number of classes taught; 
the allocation of preparation, collaboration, and professional development time 
for teachers; the ways that students and teachers spend their time together; and 
even the settings where learning takes place. As a result, across these schools, a 
recurring theme emerges: Within the parameters of each setting, time is orga-
nized to foster, encourage, and further the dynamic engagement of students and 
teachers with one another, with the academic material, and with the wider  
community. Specifically, in each profiled school, NCTL researchers found five 
major deeper learning priorities that drive and shape learning time. These  
priorities are: 
1 Building a positive learning environment 
2 Using an interdisciplinary, project-based approach
3  Engaging in “authentic” formative and summative assessments of        

learning and skill development 
4 Connecting students to the “real world” 
5 E ncouraging teachers to work collaboratively and as deep learners 

themselves in pursuit of excellence 

In this section of Time for Deeper Learning: Lessons from Five High Schools, we 
explore the connections between and among these five priorities and the deci-
sions about how time is used in each of the schools featured in the report. We 
also examine the significant role played by these time-use strategies in teaching 
deeper learning skills. The priorities, activities, and skills themselves that shape 
time use at these schools are summarized in the table on page 40. One time use 
strategy in particular—long instructional blocks—spans several of the priorities 
and allows students to develop multiple deeper learning skills.  

CoMMoN THEMES

Time-Design 
Strategies To 
Foster Deeper 
Learning
Rethinking how students and teachers
use school time
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Priority 1
Building a positive learning environment
the deePer learning schools that are   
profiled in this study approach learning as a process 
grounded in social relationships. Creating an environ-
ment characterized by relationships of mutual trust, 
respect, safety, and shared expectations of behavior 
and performance is critical for students at these 
schools to take the intellectual, creative, and social 
risks demanded to master the skills of deeper learn-
ing. New Tech High ninth grader Anita G. describes 
how her school has created a welcoming learning     
environment for its students: 

We build strong relationships, where it almost feels like 
you’re in a family. Because you’re with the same facilita-
tors for years, you get more attention and you get to build 
relationships with them that I don’t think you’d be able 
to build otherwise. And other students—you work with 
them all the time, so you know each other’s strengths and 
weaknesses, which helps you work together better and 
motivate each other.

In these deeper learning schools, specific instruc-
tional strategies depend on and foster the social 
learning environment. For example, in order to 

Priorities Driving Allocation of Time

deliver intensely personal poems as the culminat-
ing event of a project focused on creating identity 
poetry at High Tech High Media Arts (HTHMA), 
students must feel safe and supported by both 
their peers and teachers. The use of peer critique 
and assessment—a practice across all of the 
deeper learning schools that fosters self-initiated 
learning and effective communication skills—re-
quires the development of a learning community 
built on mutual trust and respect. To engage in 
peer critique as both a “giver” and a “receiver,” a 
young person must feel safe and respected in the 
learning community and be comfortable with ex-
pectations about his/her role in the process. Says 
Jasmine R., an eleventh grader at HTHMA: 

At first, when I gave my work to other people to critique, 
I thought, “What if they think I’m stupid?” Then you 
learn that everyone makes the same mistakes. And it is 
good to get critiques from people other than your teacher 
because each teacher has their own point of view. So, 
if you get feedback from other people, you learn more 
and go more in-depth. Since you know who did the cri-
tique, you can ask them to explain it, and then you meet 

Five Priorities of Deeper Learning Schools Shaping Time Use

Priorities Driving  
Time Design: 

Activities Focusing  
Time Use: 

Deeper Learning Skills 
Emphasized:

Building a positive learning community that 
fosters deep relationships among students 
and teachers

• Adult-facilitated peer groups
• Long instructional blocks
• Peer mentoring activities
•  Opportunities for teachers to collabora-

tively examine and improve instructional 
practices 

•  All deeper learning skills, with particular 
time and attention dedicated to commu-
nication, collaboration, and self-initiated 
learning

Interdisciplinary, project-based learning • Long instructional blocks
• Collaborative work 
• Student self-managed time

• All deeper learning skills

“Authentic” assessments • Peer critiques
• Guided self-reflection about learning
• Student presentations

• Deeper learning skills of critical thinking,    
problem solving, communication, and 
self-initiated learning

“Real-world” connections  •  All deeper learning skills, with particular 
time and attention dedicated to self-
initiated learning 

Teachers as deep learners •  Collaborative inquiry and professional 
development

• Collaborative preparation 
• Long instructional blocks
• Team teaching
•  Opportunities for informal sharing and 

discussion

• All deeper learning skills 
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new people that way. If you only got critiques from your 
friends, then they might be cautious with you and not 
want to hurt your feelings. But this way you meet new 
people. You build more relationships and more friend-
ships. You get to know everyone better because you have 
read their work and talked to them.

While having a dynamic and positive learning en-
vironment is not unique to deeper learning schools—
in fact, individual teachers in schools everywhere 
work hard to build strong learning communities—
creating such an environment forms a fundamental 
component of the educational strategy for each deep-
er learning school featured in this report and stands 
as a top priority for these schools’ leaders. Across the 
schools profiled here, the National Center on Time 
& Learning (NCTL) has identified the following four 
structural components of time-design strategies, 
which serve to foster the development of positive 
learning communities: 
1 Peer group time
2 Long instructional blocks
3 Peer mentoring
4 Teacher collaborative time

The table at right, offers examples of how each of the 
five schools implements these various components 
of their time-design strategies. 

Peer grouP time
Communication, collaboration, and other deeper 
learning skills flourish when young people belong 
to supportive learning communities in which they 
are known by their peers and by adults. Says Cod-
man Principal Thabiti Brown of the particular peer 
grouping, or “Crew,” of eleven boys that he leads: 

We have conversations about a lot of things—sometimes 
academics, sometimes about what it means to be a man 
of color in today’s world. We talk about the curriculum, 
and community building, and relationships… We take 
the time we need to work on this so we can do the hard 
work of everything else.

These deeper learning schools set aside consistent 
blocks of time for students and teachers to build 
deep peer-to-peer and peer-to-adult relationships. To 
organize these peer groups, the schools have pursued 
a variety of approaches, including: 

a long-Term:  Codman’s Crew and HTHMA’s 
Advisory student groups are maintained 
throughout the students’ years at the schools. 
ICHS also clusters its students into student/
teacher teams that stay consistent for multiple 
years.

a significanT amounT of Time:  Crew at 
Codman meets for 30 minutes per day. Advisory 
at HTHMA meets twice a week, for 40 minutes 
each, while Advisory meets one hour per week 
at ICHS, and Advisory at Avalon meets for 30 

Time-Design Practices of 
Positive Learning Communities

School How Time is Spent

avalon 
school

•  Advisory groups have 20-minute check-
ins at the beginning of the day and 
10-minute check-outs at the end of the 
day.

•  Mentors spend 2 to 3 hours with a new 
student the first week of school. Men-
tors introduce new students to everyone 
in the school and help them understand 
the school’s approach to project-based 
learning and how to log their project 
work hours.

Codman 
academy 

•  “Crew”—single-gender, multi-age, peer 
groups facilitated by an adult—meets for 
30 minutes a day, 4 days a week.

•  Instructional blocks are two hours long.
•  Every other Friday, teachers meet as 

whole faculty and then in grade teams 
for a total of 3 hours. Students have late 
arrival.

•  Content-area teams meet for 1.5 hours 
biweekly.

high tech 
high me-

dia arts 
(hthma)

•  Student/teacher advisory groups meet 
twice a week for 40 minutes each.

•  Instructional blocks can last up to 2 
hours and 25 minutes.

•  Teachers have a 45-minute “business 
strategy” meeting every week to discuss 
logistical issues regarding project pre-
sentations and upcoming events.

•  Teachers have a 45-minute grade-level 
team or teaching team meeting every 
week.

international 
Community 
high school 

(iChs)

•  Students and teachers are clustered in 
teams.

•  Within their team, students have            
“Advisory” once a week for 60 minutes. 

•  Teacher teams meet for 2 hours per 
week.

•  Content-area teachers meet for 1 hour 
per week, and they share their prep time 
for informal planning, totaling an addi-
tional 2-4 hours per week.

New tech 
high

•  Instructional blocks are 90 minutes long.
•  Student/teacher advisory groups meet 

once a week.
•  The entire teaching staff gathers for a 

45-minute professional learning commu-
nity (PLC) meeting twice a week.

minutes per day, split between the morning and 
afternoon.

a single-gender:  At Codman, Crew is orga-
nized by gender. Codman leaders have found 
that creating a single-gender environment accel-
erates bonding and peer support.
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a mulTi-age:  At Codman, Avalon, 
HTHMA, and ICHS, the groups are multi-
age, providing opportunities for cross-age 
friendships to develop and also for students 
to experience multiple roles in the group, 
including newcomer, group member, vet-
eran, and leader. Students who have been 
at ICHS longer also have the opportunity 
to mentor those who have arrived more 
recently, helping them to navigate cultural 
and language challenges.

a an organizaTional sTrucTure for 
service learning, compeTiTions, 
and riTuals:   At Codman, HTHMA, 
and ICHS, students participate in service 
learning, rituals, and competitions within 
these peer groups.

a sTudenT-direcTed:  Avalon has a 20-minute 
“check-in” at the beginning of each day and a 
10-minute “check-out” at the end of every day. 
While the agendas are usually set by the advisor, 
students facilitate these meetings. The students 
assume the various roles within a group, such as 
moderator, minute-taker, etc. Students are not 
elected to these roles; rather, advisors ask differ-
ent students to take on these roles at different 
times.

a focus evolves over Time:  At ICHS, the 
ninth- and tenth-grade Advisories focus on iden-
tity exploration in the context of the immigra-
tion experience and on helping students adjust 
to the ICHS culture, as well as the academic ex-
pectations students should meet. In the eleventh 
and twelfth grades, the focus shifts to college 
exploration, planning, and preparation. 

a projecT-cenTered:  For the junior-senior 
mentorship at Avalon, seniors choose a junior 
with whom they want to partner. The junior 
mentee helps to gather information and pre-
pare their senior mentor’s final presentation. 
Through the mentorship, juniors learn first-
hand how the senior project process works.

a personalized:  Schools deliver individual tu-
toring, academic counseling, college preparation 
guidance, and other personalized activities in 
the context of these groups.  

Within these peer groups, regardless of how each 
individual school structures them, students expe-
rience conflict and resolution, receive feedback, 
engage in self-reflection about their own behavior, 
and undergo personal growth. Through such experi-
ences, these students forge their self-identity and 
develop skills for becoming self-initiated learners. 
They also bring these experiences and relationships 
back to the classroom, where their new understand-
ings and interactions help support the creation of a 
strong learning community. 

loNg iNstruCtioNal bloCks
In addition to peer groups, the schools use their long 
instructional blocks—reflecting combined class 
periods that are often interdisciplinary and team-
taught—to create deep relationships and a positive 
learning community. (How schools use long instruc-
tional blocks explicitly to teach deeper learning 
skills is explained in more detail under “Priority 2: 
Using an interdisciplinary, project-based approach,” 
beginning on page 43.) 

Leah Ross, a world studies teacher at New Tech 
High, explains how and why New Tech’s longer class 
periods enable her to work with students to build a 
“community of learning”:

You have to have kids who are willing to talk and explain 
what they are thinking about. And you have to have the 
right climate in your classroom for that. The amount of 
time we spend with these kids lets them know that this 
is a safe place for them. We get to a place in one semes-
ter—as far as comfort level and feeling safe in the class-
room and being able to explain yourself—that it took 
me a year to get to when I taught in a regular setting. 
Students trust us because they’ve been around us for 
twice as long in that first semester. I think that makes a 
big difference—it definitely leads to more dialogue, and 
when you have dialogue, you develop a community of 
learning, and then you have more collective knowledge-
building. That’s what happens with more time.

Robert Kuhl, the director of HTHMA, explains 
that the school designs its schedule so that small 
groups of students participate in long instructional 
blocks, taught by a team of teachers, which remain 
consistent throughout the academic year. Kuhl de-
tails:

When teachers are with the same 25 kids all day long, 
there is a level of safety and knowing. In comprehensive 
high schools, kids can choose to isolate themselves, but 
not here. We try to maximize the relationships by hav-
ing kids spend more time with one another and with the 
same teachers.

Priorities Driving Allocation of Time
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The longer block also allows time for community-
building activities. To create a supportive learning 
community with relationships that will deepen 
over the students’ four-year tenure at the school, the 
HTHMA ninth-grade teachers use specific instruc-
tional strategies during the extended block, as Diana 
Sanchez, a ninth-grade humanities teacher, notes: 

We start out with a lot of icebreakers—relationship and 
community building. We use strategies like pair/share 
a lot. It is important to personalize the curriculum and 
not use canned texts or articles that are unconnected to a 
broader goal; otherwise, students do not identify with it. 

Peer meNtoriNg time
To create a welcoming, inclusive environment for 
students who are new to the school, Avalon students 
volunteer to be mentors. As mentors, they introduce 
new students to others and familiarize them with 
the steps involved in completing projects and the 
school’s online time log. Most mentors volunteer for 
more than a year, providing the same support they 
received as incoming students. During their three-
hour training over the summer, mentors plan a new 
student orientation, participate in acting improvisa-
tions to learn how to be supportive, and engage in 
brainstorming sessions to think about Avalon from 
the viewpoint of someone just entering the school. 
According to Avalon’s annual report: 

The mentorship program has developed many strong 
student leaders over the years who have helped build a 
strong, nurturing community. Students who take on the 
role of a mentor feel invested in the future of the school. 
They know that their work can help new students adjust 
to the unique learning environment and eventually be-
come more successful learners and engaged members of 
the community.22

teaCher Collaborative time 
In addition to focusing on peer-to-peer student rela-
tionships and student-to-teacher relationships, the 
deeper learning schools profiled in this report also 
allocate time for teachers to build a positive learning 
communities. (Teacher time is discussed in more 
detail in “Priority 5: Encouraging teachers to work 
collaboratively and as deep learners themselves,” on 
page 51.) In fact, the major pedagogical approaches of 
deeper learning schools—such as team teaching and 
interdisciplinary project-based learning—only suc-
ceed in the context of a positive adult learning com-
munity. The High Tech High website, for example 
addresses the importance of relationships in the 
functioning of its adult learning community: 

We attend carefully to the development of the HTH 
culture. The reflective discussions that happen at High 
Tech High do not occur among strangers, and only time 

allows such trusting relationships to develop. As our 
staff become committed to one another and develop 
consensus regarding both the how and the why for our 
collective undertakings, the HTH culture becomes an in-
dispensable resource infusing the organization with the 
professionalism, energy, and optimism needed to take on 
ever-growing challenges.23

At Codman Academy, relationship building is also 
key. Meg Campbell, the school’s executive director 
and founder, says, 

We intentionally design the schedule so there is oppor-
tunity for building relationships among the staff. We do 
a lot of role-playing about how to have “courageous con-
versations.” We value rituals and norms, and put a lot of 
front end work into building a community of practice.

Priority 2
Using an interdisciplinary,  
project-based approach
Project-based learning (PBL) is defined by the Buck 
Institute of Education, authors of the BIE Handbook 
on Standards-Focused Project Based Learning and cre-
ators of the PBL-online website, as:

…a systematic teaching method that engages students in 
learning essential knowledge and life-enhancing skills 
through an extended, student-influenced inquiry process 
structured around complex, authentic questions and 
carefully designed products and tasks.24

The BIE Handbook further states that rigorous, 
meaningful, and effective project-based learning:

a is intended to teach significant content 
a requires critical thinking, problem solving, col-

laboration, and various forms of communication 
a requires inquiry as part of the process of learn-

ing and creating something new  
a is organized around an open-ended “Driving 

Question.”
a creates a need to know essential content and 

skills. 
a   allows some degree of student voice and choice. 
a  includes processes for revision and reflection. 
a involves a public audience.25

Although their specific approaches to PBL differ, 
these deeper learning schools generally embody the 
components detailed above. In addition, most of the 
schools implement PBL, at least part of the time, 
within an interdisciplinary context. Many projects 
are team-taught by teachers across disciplines or are 
designed by students with the guidance of advisors 
to combine elements of mathematics, science, litera-
ture, and arts standards within a single project. 

Adherents of project-based learning tout the pow-
er of this approach to enable teaching and learning 
that integrates mastery of standards and academic 
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material with acquisition of deeper learning skills 
and knowledge. Project-based work requires inten-
sive, rigorous effort on the part of each student, over 
long stretches of time. Tiffany Grant, an English 
teacher at New Tech, notes some of the gains pro-
duced when students are given time to tackle diffi-
cult problems through project-based learning:

There is a real benefit to letting kids struggle with a 
concept or a topic. With a project, we give the rubric at 
the beginning; next, we give all of our expectations for 
the final product; and then we let kids choose the path. 
And so, not only do they think about the content a little 
bit more, they have to do the problem-solving piece to 
figure out how they are going to complete the project. 
The teachers know what the pieces are going to be—we 
know the next steps, or at least the most efficient next 
steps. But letting students figure out their path develops 
21st-century skills and deeper thinking.

As Kenneth, a senior at New Tech, attests, 

Project-based learning includes 21st-century skills like 
collaboration, critical thinking, presentations, etc., and 
what that does is actually get you prepared for real-world 
life, because in the real world you’re going to be present-
ing things and working with others.

The deeper learning schools in this report use the 
following three specific time-design strategies to sup-
port interdisciplinary, project-based learning: 
1 Long instructional blocks 
2 Time for students to collaborate on projects
3 Self-managed time

The table below gives examples of these strategies, 
as they are realized within project-based settings at 
each of the five schools.

loNg iNstruCtioNal bloCks
The daily schedule of many deeper learning schools 
includes longer instructional blocks than are com-
monly seen in secondary schools. Some of the 
schools featured in Time for Deeper Learning offer 
these longer blocks by combining the 45-60 minutes 
allotted for each discipline into one 1.5–2-hour in-
terdisciplinary, extended instructional block team-
taught by two teachers. The longer blocks enable the 
teachers to mix instructional strategies—such as 
introducing and facilitating projects and/or provid-
ing direct instruction on specific concepts, which 
they variously call “mini-lessons” or “workshops”—
to small groups of students. During the longer class 
periods, the teachers also have opportunities to do 
quick check-ins with individual students on academ-
ic and non-academic matters. Students are working 
sometimes in small groups and sometimes indepen-
dently, engaged in research, reading, writing, discus-
sion, and giving and generating feedback. Andrew 
Ringham, the physics and astronomy teacher at New 
Tech High, values these longer periods: 

I think it’s essential for us to have longer blocks. It 
encourages deeper learning than you would see in a 
traditional classroom because you have two subjects in-
tegrated and contextualized within each other: So, you 
learn them together. All of that takes time to teach. Any 
activity we do, it’s integrated and project-based. There 

An Interdisciplinary, Project-based Approach

School How Time is Spent

avalon school •  On average, high school students spend between 3-4 hours a day working on self-guided projects that inte-
grate state standards from multiple content areas.

Codman academy •  Students engage in expeditions—long-term, in-depth studies of a topic—in most disciplines. 
•  Humanities [integrated history and English] is taught as a two-hour class, four days a week, for all four years. 
•  For all students, every other Friday is reserved for a full day of offsite expedition-related work. 
• The “Senior Talk” is a culminating identity development project required of all students.

high tech high 
media arts

(hthma)

•  Math/Physics and English/Social Studies are team-taught in two 145-minute integrated core subject blocks 
daily.  

•  Student voice, choice, and purpose are built into projects, with students as co-creators. 
• Blocks of instructional time are self-managed by students, and students almost always work in project groups.

international 
Community high 

school
(iChs)

•  Classes are taught in subject-specific one-hour blocks, with English language learning and collaborative time 
integrated into every subject. 

•  Teachers in interdisciplinary teams create intentional connections across disciplines by using common strate-
gies for teaching writing and academic language. 

• At certain times of the year, students work independently on portfolio preparation within class time.

New tech high •  All students take 90-minute class blocks for interdisciplinary English/Humanities and Math/Science. 
•  Seniors create and present a portfolio of their work since freshman year, exploring their growth throughout 

high school.

Priorities Driving Allocation of Time
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are lots of connections students have to make that just 
couldn’t happen in 45 minutes. 

Ed Yoo, a tenth-grade physics teacher at Codman 
Academy, spends an entire trimester (three months) 
with his class focused on a circuits unit.  Yoo says, 
“We can delve more deeply into it because we have 
the longer instructional block.” His class meets  1.5 
hours on Monday–Wednesday, 1 hour on Thursdays, 
and 5 hours every other Friday, which are mostly 
spent off-campus doing fieldwork. Yoo details:

In other schools they might do circuits for two weeks. 
The students will learn how to plug numbers into a for-
mula, and that will be on the test. But if you asked them 
“How do you increase the resistance?” or other types of 
questions that require them to apply their knowledge 
to new situations and think critically to solve problems, 
they would not know. We have time to help them make 
those kinds of connections and learn how to apply the 
concepts they are learning in the real world.

To complete the fieldwork, Yoo’s students work 
in teams to design, build, and test turbine blades 
made of recycled materials, and use the University of 
Colorado at Boulder’s PhET Interactive Simulations 
website to design various mixed circuits that satisfy 
specific design criteria, tackling progressively more 
difficult problems.26 The unit culminates with each 
student explaining the difference between series and 
parallel circuits, as well as graphs, showing the re-
lationships between voltage, current, and resistance 
using Ohm’s Law as part of their tenth-grade portfo-
lio presentation.

time for studeNts to Collaborate oN ProjeCts
Project-based learning requires students to col-
laborate with their peers, almost all the time. The 
five deeper learning schools featured in this report 
are teaching students specific collaborative skills as 
they begin to understand how to complete projects. 
For example, several of the schools assign group 
roles to ninth graders, complete with titles and job 
descriptions. At Codman, the roles are spokesperson, 
resource person, coordinator, and recorder. Teachers 
check-in frequently to ensure that students are play-
ing their roles effectively. 

At ICHS, collaboration is a particularly important 
skill for students to learn because the school’s model 
relies on students working collaboratively to benefit 
from the diversity of their classmates. The Interna-
tionals Network model recognizes this value:

...students who are not proficient in English or who have 
low literacy skills do not lack cognitive or intellectual 
capacity and come to school with rich and varied expe-
riences and perspectives to offer. When they work on 
collaboratively structured projects, students have the op-
portunity to study a problem in depth and to work in an 
environment in which variety is expected.27 

During the 2011 school year, the ICHS teachers 
filmed themselves working as a group to model col-
laboration and asked the students to analyze their 
performance and provide suggestions for improve-
ment. As ICHS students progress, the explicit in-
struction from teachers on how to collaborate effec-
tively is scaled back, and students take a larger roll in 
managing their individual roles and group dynamics. 
Teaching the skills students need to collaborate ef-
fectively is a critical component in their becoming 
more self-regulated learners. A 2012 report from the 
National Research Council, Education for Life and 
Work, points out that “the abilities and beliefs under-
lying self-regulated learning are developed through 
social processes…seeking help from peers or teach-
ers, working in groups, and other aspects of collabo-
ration (Newman, 2008) Wolters (2010).”28

self-maNaged time 
Another significant dimension of becoming a self-
regulated learner is the ability to manage work time 
independently.  Students in the five deeper learning 
schools profiled in this report are themselves direct-
ing significant blocks of their project work time. Ava-
lon School is unique in that almost all of the project 
time there is student–directed. At Avalon, students 
either work independently or form their own peer 
workgroups based on areas of common interest. 
Individual students initiate and design their own 
interdisciplinary projects, formulating core project 
questions that map to the state academic standards. 
The school’s teacher-advisors offer input and guid-
ance on project design, provide content knowledge, 
and help students develop time management skills. 
For example, after a student has chosen a topic for 
a project, an advisor will help the student divide the 
project into manageable tasks and then hold the stu-
dent accountable to specific completion dates. 

 The Avalon School model poses challenges when-
ever students do not complete work and/or projects 
as they are expected to do. But as Kevin Ward, an 
Avalon teacher-advisor points out, becoming a self-
initiated learner requires experiencing the conse-
quences of failure:

You have to keep handing over more and more responsi-
bility to the student, and there are just some people who 
don’t trust students to be able to make good decisions if 
given the opportunity to do so. And the whole point is 
that that’s how they learn to make decisions. The key 
to success is failure…because then students figure out 
what’s really important to them. 

Self-managed time is also a significant educa-
tional component at High Tech High Media Arts 
(HTHMA), where Nicole T., an eleventh grader, de-
scribes how she learned to manage her own time the 
hard way: 
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The teachers will say the project is due in two months, 
and we are free to use that time how we want. When you 
are a freshman you don’t know you should start working 
on it that first day. We learn time management through 
experience. Our first year we were making an electric 
guitar, and the last week [of the project] I was just crying 
and really stressed out. We had to experience a new way 
of learning. We needed to figure out who we are and how 
we learn. 

Priority 3
 Engaging in “authentic” formative and 
summative assessment of learning and skill 
development

Educators at the five deeper learning schools spend 
a significant amount of time assessing students’ 
academic knowledge and mastery of deeper learn-
ing skills. They engage in summative assessments at 
transition points, such as the end of a project or a se-
mester, and in formative assessments throughout the 
process of completing their projects. At these deeper 
learning schools, specific summative assessments 
of students’ deeper learning skills occur alongside 

assessments of content mastery. For example, New 
Tech High uses rubrics to assess citizenship, a stu-
dent’s work ethic, collaboration, critical thinking, 
and presentation skills throughout the project pro-
cess. The rubrics used there guide students toward 
high-quality work and help them determine their 
strengths and areas for growth.  

Formative assessments that include peer critique 
and guided self-refection are also integrated into the 
project-based approach. As explained in the Nation-
al Research Council (NRC) 2012 report, formative as-
sessment is a critical tool for ensuring that students 
acquire deeper learning skills. Not only do formative 
assessments help teachers understand at critical 
points what students know and are able to do, the 
assessments also give students feedback in ways that 
promote their further skill acquisition. The NRC 
report states:

Individuals acquire a skill much more rapidly if they 
receive feedback about the correctness of what they have 
done. If incorrect, they need to know the nature of their 
mistake. It was demonstrated long ago that practice 
without feedback produces little learning (Thorndike, 
1927). One of the persistent dilemmas in education is 

Authentic Formative and Summative Assessment

School How Time is Spent

avalon school • Students are required to give three presentations every year—one public presentation open to the community 
and two presentations during either seminar or advisory periods.

• For every project a student completes, the student must write a reflection about what he/she learned and 
then revise the reflection after receiving teacher-advisor feedback.

Codman academy • Guided self-reflection focused on learning skills is integrated into the pedagogical approach across all disci-
plines. Timing varies depending on the specific method used.

• At the end of their tenth- and twelfth-grade years, students individually present their portfolios—all of their 
work for the year—to a panel consisting of ninth and eleventh graders, teachers, parents, school leaders, and 
members of the community.  

• Students present to their peers in groups and individually at key points and at the end of every expedition and 
project.

high tech high 
media arts 

(hthma)

• Peer critique and self-reflection are built into every project, although the specific strategies used and time 
spent vary.

• Students present their work in class regularly and publicly at exhibitions at least twice a year; they also com-
plete a Transitional Presentation of Learning at the end of every year. 

• Students present to their parents and engage in self-reflection about their work and learning skills twice a year 
in parent-teacher-student conferences led by the students.

international 
Community high 

school
 (iChs)

• Students present their portfolio of work to peers and teachers two times each year (20-minute presentations, 
followed by 10-15 minutes of questions from the panel, which includes peers). 

• The graduation portfolio presentation is a 30-minute presentation, followed by one hour or more of questions. 
Students provide a self-assessment to the panel before they hear the panel’s critique.

• Peer critique and self-reflections are built into classes, although the specific strategies used and time spent 
vary.

New tech high • Evaluation and self-reflection are built into every project. Students are evaluated throughout the project pro-
cess, after using rubrics aligned to the school-wide learning outcomes (citizenship and work ethic, collabora-
tion, critical thinking, and presentation skills), and also according to their mastery of course content.  

• All projects end with an exhibition of learning. Students present their projects in class and/or to organizations 
that were involved in the project.

Priorities Driving Allocation of Time
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that students often spend time practicing incorrect skills 
with little or no feedback. Furthermore, the feedback 
they ultimately receive is often neither timely nor in-
formative. Unguided practice (e.g., homework in math) 
can be, for the less able student, practice in doing tasks 
incorrectly.29

Largely within the longer instructional blocks, 
teachers in the five featured deeper learning schools 
engage in formative assessment by requiring stu-
dents to explain and justify their reasoning, by 
responding to student thinking and drafts of work 
products, and by providing commentary and deeper 
explanations of material that help students move 
into more complex understanding. Ed Yoo, the 
tenth-grade physics teacher at Codman Academy 
describes the process:

Here we have time to engage in formative assessment 
and see what they know and what they do not know. It’s 
important for us as teachers to have the time to reassess 
and identify the knowledge gaps. Sometimes we don’t 
know if they do not really know the material, or the 
problem is in the way we asked the question.

Active student involvement is critical to forma-
tive assessment. The time is spent not just to enable 
teachers to gather information, but also to push stu-
dents’ acquisition and development of deeper learn-
ing skills. In her 2010 brief for the Council of Chief 
State School Officers, Margaret Heritage, Assistant 
Director for Professional Development at the Na-
tional Center for Research on Evaluation, Standards 
and Student Testing, states: 

[T]he teacher’s role in formative assessment is not simply 
to use feedback to promote content learning, but also to 
help students understand the goal being aimed for, as-
sist them to develop the skills to make judgments about 
their learning in relation to the standard, and establish a 
repertoire of operational strategies to regulate their own 
learning.30

The deeper learning schools profiled in this report 
allocate time for three particular practices in order 
to ensure authentic assessments of learning and skill 
development: 
1 Peer critique
2 Guided self reflection about learning
3 Student presentations

The table on page 46 describes these practices by 
offering examples from each of the five schools. 

Peer CritiQue time
The entire High Tech High Media Arts faculty has 
been working together to improve the student peer 
critique process, a method of formative assessment 
that involves students receiving and providing cri-
tiques on one another’s work. The school also fre-
quently structures opportunities for critique by other 

stakeholders, such as parents and community mem-
bers. HTHMA Director Robert Kuhl talks about the 
purpose behind this process:

Having students critique one another’s work and listen 
and respond to critiques are fundamental ways we build 
student engagement and development of their skills as 
critical thinkers. Peer critique is also a strategy for us-
ing time more efficiently. If a teacher is the only person 
giving feedback, there is a bottleneck. If everyone gives 
feedback…then time is used more effectively and kids are 
spending more time using their voice, learning the skills, 
deepening their relationships. 

HTHMA humanities teacher Randy Scherer adds: 

Students may receive anywhere from three to seven 
critiques on one paper, including an outside critique, 
such as from a parent. Students do not choose who they 
will be critiquing, or who will critique them. We use cri-
tique sessions as an instructional strategy for analyzing 
strengths and weaknesses in student writing and build-
ing communication and critical thinking skills. 

Josh Krause, an HTHMA digital and media arts 
teacher, describes the role and methodology of        
critique to his students in his spring 2012 syllabus:  

The very nature of art-making is trial and error, critique, 
discovering and acknowledging strengths and weak-
nesses, and figuring out our individual best practices and 
favorite mediums…. This semester we will be doing reg-
ularly scheduled all-class critique sessions. We will use 
compassion and kindness, as well as the appropriate art 
vocabulary and terminology, during the reviews. I ask 
that we each check our egos, differences, and biases at 
the door and approach this process with fresh eyes. Part 
of growing as an artist and as a person is hearing things 
that are hard to hear, as well as finding specific and 
helpful ways to say those things that are hard to say.31

At Codman Academy, peer critique focuses on 
stimulating students to ask questions of one another 
that require critical thinking on all sides of the con-
versation. Time is reserved during project and class 
work for students to present to peers, on their own or 
in groups. Students evaluate the presentations using 
a rubric and also gain practice in posing good ques-
tions. As tenth graders practice their monologues for 
the August Wilson Monologue Competition (named 
for the Pulitzer Prize- and Tony Award-winning 
playwright), or when ninth graders try-out their 
pieces for the national Poetry Out Loud competition, 
both as part of the school’s Huntington Theatre part-
nership, peers are taught how to offer constructive 
“notes” for each performer during rehearsal time.

International Community High School (ICHS) 
uses a somewhat different approach. Rather than 
having each group of students present to the entire 
class, teachers set up multiple stations in the class-
room, so that different groups are presenting at each 
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station simultaneously, as other groups of students 
travel from station to station to provide critique. This 
strategy enables groups to get in more presentation 
practice and to hear more critiques.

time for guided self-refleCtioN 
At HTHMA, students conduct a guided reflection 
of their own work after completing each project. 
HTHMA Director Robert Kuhl offers insight into 
the school’s rationale on self-reflection, saying, “The 
learning process consists of struggles, challenges, 
reflection, and growth. Without reflection, people 
flounder and the learning does not sink in.” As one 
HTHMA student chronicles, 

After every exhibition, we sit down and write our 
thoughts. Our teachers will say, “You have two minutes. 
Write everything you can…Reflect upon it and just tell 
me what you feel.  Just keep writing.  It’s not for anybody 
but you.” This really helps us grow…

When asked about their experiences, students at 
many of the deeper learning schools often spontane-
ously reflect on their own learning progression. For 
example, student Anika G. of New Tech recounts the 
evolution of her ability to work in a group: 

I can now compromise with people, and that is a very 
necessary skill you need to have to succeed. I’ve learned 
that it’s not only my opinion that matters. I have to listen 
to other people’s opinions, and I also have to have reason-
ing and support my own ideas and opinions if I want 
them to be incorporated in our projects. 

And an HTHMA senior explains how he inte-
grates his own form of reflection into the longer class 
time at his school: 

When you have only an hour, you’re rushed. You have 
to get it all done. But when you have a 2-hour block you 
can say to yourself, “You know what, I need a break for a 
second. What did I like? What didn’t I like? Let me write 
this down. Let me brainstorm. Let me think about it.” 

Once Avalon students have completed a project, they 
reflect on what they learned, how they learned it, 
how they would complete the project differently next 
time, and what they now know about themselves as 

learners. They also reflect on what worked and 
did not work well in their group efforts. Their 
completed projects are then assessed using a ru-
bric that the student(s) developed when the proj-
ect was first approved. Presentation nights are 
scheduled once a month for students to present 
their completed projects. At Codman, the last 
three to five minutes of every class is reserved 
for “kudos and deltas,” where these students 
self-reflect on what went well and what they 
would want to change about the class and their 
own participation in it. All of these reflections 
develop what the National Research Council 
2012 report authors define as “metacognition” 

or “taking responsibility for one’s learning, stamina, 
and persistence,” a key skill set for becoming a self-
initiated learner.32

time for studeNt PreseNtatioNs 
How do deeper learning schools integrate time for 
summative assessments of deeper learning skills? 
During school visits conducted by NCTL, the famil-
iar paper-based multiple choice, essay, and computa-
tion tests were in evidence; yet, NCTL also found 
students presenting complex work products and 
portfolios to diverse audiences, including teachers, 
peers, school leaders, community members, and 

Having students critique one anoth-
er’s work and listen and respond to
critiques are fundamental to develop-
ing their skills as critical thinkers.

Priorities Driving Allocation of Time
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representatives of partner organizations. Time for 
presentations is built into these schools’ schedules—
usually involving early release days, which call for 
sending home all the students not participating in 
presentations that particular day, thereby freeing up 
teachers to spend concentrated time with the small 
group of students who are presenting. An HTHMA 
tenth grader especially appreciates the additional 
support this time provides:

At the end of the year there is a Presentation of Learn-
ing. Last year I had stage fright. We had to present in 
front of the teachers, students, and our families. Now 
I am not scared. I can do it. There are guidelines we 
follow; you have 15 minutes to present what you have 
learned all year. If you don’t pass, you go to summer 
school. 

ICHS has a similar requirement in its portfolio 
presentations. Each student gives a 20-minute talk 
presenting what she/he has learned over the course 
of the semester and using a theme to connect the 
material. The talk is followed by 10-15 minutes of 
questioning from teachers and students in the au-
dience. Increasing the challenge, the ICHS senior 
portfolio presentation is 30 minutes long, and is    
immediately followed by at least 1 hour of discussion. 
The presentations are assessed using a rubric that 
the school developed for this purpose.

Priority 4
Connecting students to the “real world”
In the 2012 National Research Council  report, one of 
the instructional strategies recommended to facili-
tate deeper learning and 21st-century competencies 
is to “prime student motivation by connecting topics 
to students’ personal lives and interests, engaging 
students in collaborative problem solving, and draw-
ing attention to the knowledge and skills students 
are developing, rather than grades or scores.”33 

When students are immersed in the external com-
munity, it can catalyze their self-discovery. When 
students are required to perform in unfamiliar social 
contexts, they begin to explore their own interests 
and assess their own skills and knowledge—both 
key components to their growth as learners. As Leah 
Ross, a world studies teacher at New Tech, notes:

It doesn’t matter what industry you are in. You are mul-
titasking and doing things in a multidisciplinary way.  
So for us to teach these subjects as stand-alone things is 
not authentic. And part of the [New Tech] model is really 
making a connection for the student between what they 
do in the classroom and what is done outside of the class-
room. The closer we get to that as educators, the more 
buy-in we have with the students.

“Real-world” Connections

School How Time is Spent

avalon school • Seniors collaborate with professionals from the community (“community exporters”) throughout the year to 
complete their senior projects. 

• Advisory groups work on community service projects for a week.

Codman academy • School organizes two-week internships for juniors amd seniors (required for juniors, optional for seniors)
• Every Friday, all students participate in off-site project work and service learning.
• Students must complete two summers of approved enrichment programs.
• Annual mandatory 3-day all student/staff/faculty community leadership and character development retreat 

is held at Camp Merrowvista in New Hampshire.
• Expeditions are closely connected with external community.

high tech high 
media arts 

(hthma)

• Junior and senior internships run for 3.5 weeks.
• Every year before spring break, students participate in “One World Week.” During this week, students go on 

trips in and around San Diego, CA, or abroad, to experience the culture of another country or to help with the 
community service projects.

• Projects closely connect students with the external community.

international 
Community high 

school (iChs)

• Juniors participate in full-day, offsite internships 10 Fridays each year as part of a year-long, two-hour/week 
internship class.

• Students are required to include real-world connections across academic disciplines during their portfolio 
presentations.

• Advisory groups complete community service projects.

New tech high • Each project is tied to a challenge that a company or organization faces, and students strive to produce proj-
ects of value to the community and project partner. 

• Seniors must complete 50 hours in a community internship.
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Students in deeper learning schools experience 
learning outside the school walls—both concretely, 
through an array of internships in the local com-
munity, and virtually, through diverse projects that    
connect them to resources and activists across the 
globe. The five schools featured in Time for Deeper 
Learning dedicate time for students to explore “real-
world” connections through:
1 School-based projects that are closely con-

nected with the external community 
2 Off-site internship and community service 

experiences

The table on page 49 describes some of the ways that 
students forge such real-world connections,      using 
examples from each of the schools. 

sChool-based ProjeCts CoNNeCted to 
the “outside World”

All five profiled schools, and the networks to which 
they belong, have in common a pedagogical focus on 
projects connected to the world outside the school. 
For example, Avalon seniors design and complete an 
intensive year-long project in an area of their own 
interest. Each project is guided by a “community ex-
pert,” whom the student has identified and asked to 
become involved. For example, Sage R., a prospective 
artist, worked with a local artist to learn about the 
art community in Minneapolis/St. Paul. The Avalon 
senior titled her project “In Search of a Well-Fed 
Artist” and focused her efforts on exploring how art-
ists make a living. 

To produce her culminating project, Sage ac-
quired use of a gallery space and gathered art from 
local and national artists. She created the written 
material for the exhibition, and, in the process, she 
learned about the economics of art because she had 
to value the art pieces. The “expert” who was guiding 
Sage also connected her with several artists from the 
local community to learn more about how artists live 
and how they are able to make a living selling their 
artwork. Reflecting on what Sage learned doing the 
project, her local artist guide says: 

Sage discovered through this project that her real inter-
est is in arts management—running a gallery and curat-
ing exhibitions. Because senior projects are self-driven, 
students can figure this all out on their own.  They need 
to go out, find all the people who are going to help them, 
research all the things that they are interested in. Every 
single aspect of this project is on them. And so they learn 
the skills of gathering around them people that can help. 

By integrating projects into the external environ-
ment, all five of these deeper learning schools are 
able to hold their students to a professional standard. 
Thabiti Brown, the principal of Codman Academy, 
highlights this connection for his school:

One of the core tenets of Expeditionary Learning is that 
students create authentic products whenever possible. 
If we are teaching the students to understand measure-
ment or distance or slope we are going to build a real 
thing. It has to actually meet the qualifications that a 
professional would want in the real word.

Describing Codman’s partnership with Boston’s 
prestigious Huntington Theatre Company, where all 
tenth graders are required to prepare and present a 
Shakespearian monologue to an audience composed 
broadly of community members and theatre goers, 
Brown explains, “The audience is coming to see 
Shakespeare, not just kids performing. The students 
are creating authentic products all throughout.”

iNterNshiPs aNd CommuNity serviCe exPerieNCes
Codman Academy, High Tech High Media Arts, In-
ternational Community High School, and New Tech 
High all require juniors and/or seniors to complete 
an off-site internship. These schools set aside signifi-
cant chunks of school time for internships, ranging 
from nearly a full month at HTHMA to ten Fridays a 
year for ICHS students.

At HTHMA, through their Advisories, juniors 
work with faculty and staff advisors to find an in-
ternship that matches their interest. Seniors are ex-
pected to identify and secure their own internships. 
HTHMA staff provide orientation and support for 
internship supervisors and approve the students’ 
work plans. One of the goals of the HTHMA in-
ternships is to immerse students in a professional 
culture. Students are expected to work standard 
work hours—up to a 40-hour week. They return to 
HTHMA for two half-days during the internship to 
engage in guided reflection on their internship ex-
periences and to work on their internship portfolios. 
At each worksite, meanwhile, students collaborate 
with their mentors to develop a substantial project 
that contributes to the organization. Mentors are 
expected to hold a bachelor’s degree, or higher, and 
to share the story of their own educational and pro-
fessional career path with their particular HTHMA 
intern. The internship culminates with the students’ 
“Presentation of Learning,” where each intern pres-
ents his/her work and overall learning to a panel of 
mentors and other site employees. 

This culminating event celebrates the individual 
student’s accomplishments and offers an occasion 
for reflection and critique. According to Robert Kuhl, 
the school’s director, the internships give HTHMA 
students the opportunity to “enter the world of 
people with college degrees. It is a foreign world, so 
they come back transformed.” Affirms Taylor P., a 
junior, “That’s what HTHMA is: They put you in the 
real world, then pull you back and see if you learned 
something; they give you time to reflect on it.”

With a different time allocation and structure, 
ICHS requires its tenth graders to take an internship 

Priorities Driving Allocation of Time
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class that meets two hours a week, in addition to par-
ticipating in a full-day internship on Fridays. In total, 
students spend 10 Fridays over the course of the year  
off-site at their internship location, while other time 
is dedicated to creating resumes, engaging in career 
and college exploration, and developing individual 
student websites with essays reflecting on the intern-
ship experience.

At Codman Academy, students engage in service 
learning through their “Crews.” At least one full 
school day per year is spent offsite in service learn-
ing, and then students engage in follow-up academic 
work related to the project. For example, students 
recently decided to clean up the school’s surround-
ing Codman Square neighborhood in Boston. They 
also researched city sanitation and recycling proce-
dures and policies and designed and ran a year-long 
project, where they spent four half-days at a local 
elementary school reading and talking with young 
students. All these projects are designed and imple-
mented by the students themselves, with staff sup-
port. Each project’s design phase happens during the 
30 minutes per day of Crew time.

Every May, Advisory groups at Avalon participate 
in a service-learning week. Students in each Advi-
sory work together to come up with service ideas 
and advisors facilitate the contacts, develop learn-
ing opportunities, and handle logistics. This year, 
one group planted a garden at the school; another 
visited various organizations in the Minneapolis/St. 
Paul area to work with animals; and a third group 
went to a camp in Wisconsin to help paint cabins, 
pull weeds, and fix horse stables. In addition to 
helping the surrounding community, service week 
also provides opportunities for students to connect 
and build a stronger school community within the 
school. “Service week is a great way to bond with 
your Advisory,” a twelfth-grade student comments. 
“It helps everybody come together, and it feels good 
to be helping people alongside your fellow students 
and friends.”

Priority 5:
Encouraging teachers to work 
collaboratively and as deep learners 
themselves

Successfully teaching deeper learning skills re-
quires teachers to be deep learners themselves. The        
Partnership for 21st Century Skills 2009 MILE 
Guide asserts: “Teachers must move from isolation 
to connection, creating an optimistic educational cul-
ture that positively impacts student learning. Teach-
ers must have ways to refine their knowledge and 
skills in collaborative, supportive environments.”34

Along similar lines, the Alliance for Excellent    

Education, in its July 2012 report Culture Shift: 
Teaching in a Learner-Centered Environment Pow-
ered by Digital Learning, outlined the new roles that 
teachers play in learner-centered environments: 

a faciliTaTors of learning:  “Teachers can 
guide students in their learning and help them 
navigate information and resources and under-
stand content; they can also help students think 
about and create their own knowledge base.”

a users of daTa and assessmenTs:  “Based 
on effective use of data, teachers can make deci-
sions about what a student needs to learn and 
the most appropriate content and activities to 
support deeper learning.”

a collaboraTors, conTribuTors, and 
coaches wiTh peers:  “Teachers have the 
opportunity to work in teams to better under-
stand specific students, to collaboratively plan 
lessons or cross-curricular projects, to learn 
together, and to ensure that all efforts are in line 
with the school improvement goals.”  

a curriculum adapTers and designers: 
“Teachers can develop project-based learning 
opportunities that provide for cross-curricular 
learning that is often more relevant to the       
students.”35

And, in Teachers At Work: Six Exemplars of             
Everyday Practice, the brief from the Nellie Mae 
Education Foundation that examines the learner-
centered environment in six high schools, authors 
Barbara Cervone and Kathleen Cushman report that 
they also saw teachers playing learning-centered 
roles, such as curriculum planner, classroom facili-
tator and coach, assessor, advisor, connector, and 
communicator.36

It is noteworthy, though not surprising, that NCTL 
researchers found teachers in the profiled deeper 
learning schools playing a multitude of roles, and 
we realized that scheduling and time allocation play 
a critical role in facilitating the teachers’ abilities to 
do so. All of the schools visited reserve significant 
time for collaborative professional development and 
inquiry, joint planning and preparation, team teach-
ing, and informal collaboration time. Teachers use 
that time to learn how to play the expanded roles re-
quired of them, and they benefit from the support of 
their colleagues in developing the skills they need to 
be effective. In fact, the same strategies teachers use 
with students—including peer feedback, self- and 
group-reflection, and problem-solving techniques—
are employed by individuals and teams of teachers 
to imagine and implement better ways of facilitating 
student learning.  

In interviews, teachers from across these schools 
repeatedly pointed out how important this time for 
collaboration and professional development is to 
them and how critical it is for school leaders to set 
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cultural norms that respect this time. As Danielle 
Denufrio, a ninth-grade teacher at Codman attests, 
“Our meeting time is sacred. We don’t get pulled 
away to do other things.” The theme that runs 
throughout teacher time in these deeper learning 
schools is collaboration. As teachers work in teams, 
they develop the skills to create a collaborative class-
room through experiencing the collaborative struc-
ture themselves.

The five deeper learning schools featured in this 
report devote time for teachers to develop their own  
abilities to teach deeper learning skills through:
1 Frequent opportunities for teachers to meet to 

problem solve, give and receive feedback, and 
share ideas

2 Schedules that allow for co-planning and prep-
aration by teams of teachers

3 Dedicated time for professional development
The table below describes these practices, using     
examples from the five schools. 

freQueNt oPPortuNities for teaChers to meet
These deeper learning schools have weekly or 
bi-weekly teacher meetings, by grade level, by dis-
cipline, and/or in small teacher teams, in addition 
to formal professional development time and time 
for individual teacher prep. The time set aside for 
teacher meetings ranges from a total of 1.5 to 3 hours 
per week. At these meetings, groups of teachers and 
school leaders investigate problems of practice, and 
they work together to generate and implement ideas. 
They also discuss the academic progress and social 
issues of individual students, align curricula scope 
and sequence, and resolve scheduling concerns, 

Teachers Working Collaboratively As Deep Learners

School How Time is Spent

avalon school • Advisors have curriculum meetings every Wednesday between 8:00 AM – 9:00 AM and whole school fac-
ulty meetings every Thursday between 7:45 AM – 9:00 AM.

• Because two advisors share a room and most teach very few seminar classes, they have the flexibility to col-
laborate multiple times throughout the day, as needed.  

• Advisors are also expected to be at school at least a half-hour before the school day begins and to stay a 
half-hour after the school day ends, which allows them additional time to connect informally. Most indepen-
dent planning takes place before or after school.

Codman academy • Every other Friday, teachers meet as whole faculty and then in grade-level teams for a total of 3 hours.      
Students have late arrival.

• Teams meet by academic discipline for 1.5 hours bi-weekly.
• There are three to five professional development days for teachers over the course of the year.
• Teachers have one full week of professional development/collaborative meetings at the end of school year.
• Teachers also have two weeks of professional development and planning in August.
• Members of the ninth-grade team have designated office space next to one another and 1.5 hours of       

common prep time each day. 

international 
Community high 

school
(iChs)

• Teachers meet in interdisciplinary teams for 2 hours per week, while the students participate in partner-led 
arts programming.

• Teachers meet by academic discipline for 1 hour each week in formal department meetings and for informal 
prep time 2 – 4 hours per week.

• Once a month, ninth- and tenth-grade teachers have a full day of professional development off- or on-site, 
often devoted to peer observation and joint curriculum development.

• Eleventh- and twelfth-grade teachers have an additional PD period per week that cumulatively equals one 
day a month.

• Teachers have monthly opportunities to observe at other Internationals network schools.
• New teachers attend the Internationals Summer Institute for two full days, and all teachers attend the         

Internationals PD seminar that falls on Election Day (unless their team has designed a different applicable 
PD opportunity).

• Teachers attend professional development in January of each year, hosted by the Consortium of New York 
Performance Standards.

• In June, each department delivers a portfolios presentation to peers and school leaders on the work that 
members of that department did throughout the year and on their goals for the upcoming year. 

high tech high 
media arts

(hthma)

• Teachers have 45 minutes/week to conduct a “business strategy” meeting. 
• Teachers also have 45 minutes/week for grade-level or content-area meetings.
• One hour of professional development is scheduled each week. 
• Twice a month, students start 1 hour late to enable whole-school professional development. 
• There are 5 to 7 whole-school collaborative professional development days per year.

New tech high • Teachers have 60 minutes of common planning time every day.  
• Twice a week, during their common planning time, the entire teaching staff gathers for a professional learn-

ing community (PLC) meeting led by the school’s principal.

Priorities Driving Allocation of Time
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along with addressing many other topics.
Teachers in these five schools strive to balance the 

need for them to address logistical matters with their 
desire to focus on deeper pedagogical challenges. 
Often, they employ strategies for running effective 
meetings, such as setting norms, following agendas 
tightly, assigning facilitators to keep discussions 
moving, and checking on follow-through to com-
mitments made at earlier meetings. The Codman 
ninth-grade team, for instance, created a strategy 
to reserve time in their biweekly 1.5-hour meetings 
to focus on teaching practice. Sydney Chafee, the 
ninth-grade humanities teacher, chronicles:

This year, we are each doing an informal observation 
once a month, and we debrief in our staff meeting. We 
ask ourselves during the observation: “What am I notic-
ing?” And then we follow-up with the teacher—“What 
was your plan?” This motivates us to address core teach-
ing and learning issues in our department meetings and 
not let [the meetings] become just focused on tasks. 

At High Tech High Media Arts, as a recent,        
regular, 1-hour weekly meeting of the school’s        
humanities teachers illustrates, such professional 
gatherings are a source of support and ideas for 
teachers. At the meeting, one of the teachers pre-
sented a problem to her colleagues for discussion 
through a tightly controlled facilitation framework 
that would ensure they would get to solutions within 
60 minutes. She was about to launch the “Spoken 
Word” project with her ninth graders, the teacher 
recounted. The project, which challenges students to 
compose and ultimately to perform identity poetry 
that is often intensely personal and confronts trau-
matic themes, can play a powerful role in unifying 
the class community as they complete their first 
year of high school. This teacher was concerned 
about a small group of students whom she feared 
would destroy the emotionally safe space that is 
needed for students to participate fully in the project. 
Together, the HTHMA teachers spent an hour in in-
tense discussion of this complex social and academic 
problem and generated ideas for possible solutions, 
including entering into a contract with the poten-
tially disruptive students, contacting their parents, 
and finding ways to motivate the other 90 percent 
of students so that they refuse to accept the negative 
behavior. 

Engagement in a community of inquiry such as 
this attracts teachers to deeper learning schools, par-
ticularly given the camaraderie that develops over 
time among adults. As the HTHMA teacher who 
brought the problem to the group attests: 

When I taught at a comprehensive high school, I was 
given a binder with every lesson in it. The curriculum 
was completely test-driven. But if there is no room for 
critical thinking on the part of the teacher, how can we 
teach our children to be critical thinkers?

sChedules that alloW teams of teaChers 
to Co-PlaN aNd PrePare

In their recent report, Teachers At Work, Barbara 
Cervone and Kathleen Cushman found that teach-
ers consider frequent common planning time to be 
the most important structure supporting their pro-
fessional success in student-centered environments. 
The deeper learning schools profiled in this report 
have arranged their schedules to enable teachers 
to have common planning and preparation time at 
least several times a week, especially those teachers 
who are team-teaching an interdisciplinary course 
in one of the longer instructional blocks. 

New Tech High teacher Mark Mendoza (English), 
who team-teaches an interdisciplinary block with 
Paryis Hously (History) explains: “Our common 
prep time means that we can effectively plan, create 
a calendar and schedule, and say, ‘How do our stan-
dards align with each other? Where can we match 
up different lessons?’” During common planning 
time, teachers at New Tech use a “critical friends 
protocol,” which was developed by the New Tech 
Network, to evaluate one another’s projects. 

At Codman Academy, pairs of ninth-grade teach-
ers who teach the same students also have common 
planning time. Sydney Chafee, the humanities 
teacher, remarks:

We use the common planning time to connect curricula, 
and we also meet with individual students together to 
focus on their performance and learning skills. When 
students see both of us there for the meeting, they are 
usually paying close attention and taking it seriously.

Not all co-planning at deeper learning schools 
takes place in structured collaboration meetings, 
however. In fact, many teachers across these schools 
seek out feedback and ideas from their peers 
through informal conversations. Indeed, school lead-
ers believe that providing these types of opportuni-
ties for informal collaboration is of such importance 
that many of them co-locate offices of teachers who 
team-teach interdisciplinary courses. 



dediCated time for ProfessioNal develoPmeNt
Professional development time in the deeper learn-
ing schools featured in this report range from four 
to nine full days per year. Each of the schools that 
NCTL researchers visited is a member of a network 
that provides professional development for teachers 
and school leaders, and each of these schools invests 
teacher time in taking advantage of these resources. 
The networks are important sources of professional 
development, because the roles of teachers and ad-
ministrators in the deeper learning schools differ 
substantially from more conventional school models. 
Teachers must understand, for example, how to lead 
project-based learning teams—without determining 
process or revealing results —as well as how to share 
the roles of knowledge generators and decision-mak-
ers with the students in their classes. 

Each of these networks operates with a slightly 
different model of professional development. The  
Internationals Network for Public Schools offers 
mentoring and leadership development for the prin-
cipals of affiliated schools and also runs a seminar 
for new teachers over the summer. Internationals 
also provides a summer institute, monthly obser-
vation opportunities, and ongoing professional 
development opportunities for teachers. Expedition-
ary Learning provides on-site coaches and a large         
national conference every year, while the High Tech 
network works with experts in academics and edu-
cation to help schools complete complex tasks, such 
as mapping their project-based learning approach to 
Common Core standards. In addition to professional 
development sponsored by the networks, all five of 
these deeper learning schools devote time for teach-
ers to identify and engage in meeting their own pro-
fessional development needs through collaborating 
with their grade-level or discipline-specific peers. 
At HTHMA, for example, teachers determined that 
they wanted to create small study groups of teachers 
to address student writing across all classes and to 
improve instruction for English language learners.

Priorities Driving Allocation of Time

In today’s interconnected, fast-paced 
world, technology is pervasive in daily 
life, and American classrooms are no 
exception. According to the National 
Center for Education Statistics,          
97 percent of all teachers in the U.S. 
had computers in their classroom in 
2009, and 93 percent of those comput-
ers had internet access.37 Just having a 
computer, though, does not mean that 
teachers and students are using it (or 
other forms of technology) to improve 
instruction and learning. When asked 
specific questions about technology in 
their classroom, teachers reported that 
students used technology to: 

a Conduct research (66 percent)
a Create graphic or visual displays (53 percent)
a Solve problems (45 percent) 
a Develop multimedia presentations                     

(42 percent)
a Correspond with others (31 percent)
a Conduct experiments or create art, music, 

movies, or webcasts (25 percent) 
a Develop demonstrations or simulations           

(17 percent) 
a Design and produce products (13 percent)38

At the deeper learning schools profiled in this 
report, both students and teachers are using tech-
nology in all these ways, and to a much greater 
degree. In addition to the ubiquitous use of Power-
Point to create multimedia presentations and port-
folios, we found the following specific examples:

a students are using technology to build critical-
thinking skills:  With technology, students are 
engaging in independent, internet-based        
research and learning how to evaluate the 
reliability of the sources they find on the             
Internet. In the pre-Internet world, students’ 
research would be confined to books and 
journals published at the local library and the 
authority of the source would be self-evident. 
Now students can access information from 
anywhere, but, at the same time they need 

Using Technology and 
Digital Media to Support 

Deeper Learning
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to develop the additional critical-thinking skills 
required to understand what is usable and what 
is not.

a technology is used to increase efficiencies, free-
ing students and teachers to engage in higher-level 
thinking:  At Codman Academy, students in Ed 
Yoo’s physics class use laptops and a computer 
simulation to build circuits as part of a unit on 
electricity. As Yoo explains: “If we were to do 
this mechanically, I would be spending most of 
my time dealing with defective and lost parts and 
students would be focused on that. Now that is 
taken care of and students are focusing on more 
complex questions.” 

a technology is used to foster students’ project man-
agement skills, helping them to become self-initiated 
learners: Students at Avalon use a program called 
“Project Foundry” to map out their projects.      
Every facet of any project—from linking the vari-
ous components of the project to state standards, 
scheduling task completion dates, communicat-
ing with teachers and other students, tracking 
progress, and logging the amount of time spent 
working on the project—is kept track of in       
Project Foundry.  

a technology is used to enable students to under-
stand the progression of their learning over time: At 
HTHMA and New Tech High, students create 
online digital portfolios that showcase the pro-
gression of their work through their course of 
study. As a graduation requirement, seniors at 
New Tech High assemble a portfolio of projects 
that shows the development and mastery of 21st-
century skills and academic skills. The HTHMA 
faculty is in the process of revising the structure 
of digital portfolios to increase their impact on 
students. These educators believe that for stu-
dents to understand how they have developed 
and grown as learners over time will help create 
intrinsic motivation for them to continue to be 
engaged in and initiate their own learning. 

a technology is used to increase efficiencies and 
streamline communication among students, teach-
ers, and parents:  Many of the schools profiled in 
Time for Deeper Learning provide class web pages, 
where they post syllabi, homework, and other 
information so that students have easy access 
anytime, anywhere, to assignments. Students at 
New Tech use “Echo,” an online learning man-
agement system developed for the New Tech 
Network, to support project-based learning and 
facilitate communication and collaboration. Ev-
ery day, students and teachers at New Tech use 
Echo to access course materials, project plans, 
and assignments, and to communicate with one 

another through email and online groups. For  
example, students in a senior seminar class, 
which consists of roughly 40 students, access 
their assignments through Echo, saving valuable 
instructional time by eliminating the need to 
pass out papers.  

a technology is used to increase efficiencies and im-
prove quality of feedback on student work: At ICHS, 
Tim Blackburn, the global studies teacher, edits 
students’ papers using Word and Google docs, as 
students email drafts back and forth. In many 
of the schools, essays and tests are completed 
online, saving assessment time for teachers and 
building students’ technological skills.

a technology is used to build students’ sense of re-
sponsibility and accountability to the school com-
munity: Codman uses the Citizenship system, a 
computer-based tool that tracks student behav-
ior. The system, designed by George Brackett and 
faculty, rewards positive decision-making while 
holding students accountable when expectations 
are not met. Using laptops, teachers and staff 
award positive points (kudos) and negative points 
(deltas) to students throughout the day. Kudos are 
awarded for such actions as engagement/partici-
pation, leadership, perseverance/effort, positive 
attitude, scholarship, service, and tutoring. Stu-
dents earn various commendations and rewards 
when they reach certain point levels. According 
to the school, “The spirit of the system is to follow 
the norms of our community, and to move from 
external feedback (points, consequences) to inter-
nal feedback and self-control as students mature 
over the course of their education.”39

a technology is used to foster students’ creativity, en-
gagement, and connections to the broader world: At 
HTHMA, all students are required to take Media 
Arts, where they learn how to use state-of-the-art 
digital tools as they complete visual and multi-
media components of interdisciplinary projects. 
For example, in a tenth-grade geometry project, 
students used digital tools to create geometric art 
pieces and organize an exhibition of their work 
at a local museum. 

a technology is used to individualize instruction:  At 
Codman Academy, students in a tenth-grade 
math class use Khan Academy, an online learn-
ing system, to access video tutorials, complete 
practice problems associated with the day’s les-
son, and review previously taught concepts. The 
approach enables students to work at their own 
pace while still learning the same content, and it 
also allows teachers to spend more time helping 
individual students.
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Rethinking and redesigning how to 
deploy a school’s resources—time, 
teachers, and community partners—to 
meet the ambitious goal of graduating 
students who are critical thinkers, self-
directed learners, and team-players pre-
pared to succeed in the world beyond 
the school’s walls, requires consider-
able innovation and creativity. The 
five schools profiled in Time for Deeper 
Learning are trendsetters and leaders, 
and much is to be learned from the 
challenges they are facing. Educators at 
these five schools identify the following 
key challenges, as they organize their 
time to focus on student acquisition of 
deeper learning skills: 

Key Challenges
eNsuriNg studeNts develoP aCademiC ProfiCieNCy 
aNd deePer learNiNg skills

Codman Academy Principal Thabiti Brown asks, 
“What is the balance between spending time helping 
kids develop skills which they are supposed to have 
before they get here…and working on the skills we 
want them to have when they leave?” As one answer 
to Brown’s question, the National Research Council’s 
Education for Life and Work report states: “Teaching 
and learning of problem-solving and metacognitive 
competencies need not wait until all of the related 
component competencies have achieved fluency.”40 
And the stated principles and philosophies of many 
of the deeper learning networks are in agreement. 
Indeed, they postulate that there is no reason to 
separate basic skills acquisition from the pursuit of 
more complex, higher-order thinking embodied by 
the deeper learning skills. But in reality, there is of-
ten simply not enough time for both, particularly in 
schools with large numbers of low-income students 
who have weak educational backgrounds. 

Educators at the five schools featured in this      
National Center on Time & Learning (NCTL) report 
try to integrate skills support into their project-based 

pedagogy, as they also maintain time in their sched-
ules for more traditional academic instruction that 
is geared toward content measured by state stan-
dardized tests. However, truly integrating the two           
approaches to teaching and learning remains an     
ongoing challenge at each of these schools. 

The tension between focusing on deeper learning 
skills and basic skills is particularly strong in math-
ematics. Nearly all the featured schools are teaching 
separate, skill-based math classes during the course 
of the school day and often rely on more conven-
tional instructional approaches for these classes, 
even though their student projects may include more 
advanced mathematics concepts. At ICHS, for ex-
ample, the “Regents review” classes are taught in a 
more traditional, teacher-led approach. At Codman 
Academy, the math curriculum is in transition. As 
Principal Thabiti Brown explains: 

We are not doing long-term math expeditions this year 
like we have in the past, because we did not get high 
enough levels of student achievement with that model. 
We have been working on this for 10 years, and the stu-
dents are going very deep and can write and talk about 
what they do learn, but we are not getting to half or more 
of the standards. So our approach is not translating to 
success on the traditional methods of assessment that 
the students need to excel on—assessments that go be-
yond the MCAS [the Massachusetts standardized test], 
like the SAT, or the Accuplacer [an assessment students 
take for college placement], or a college-level math class. 

For Codman, whose majority low-income student 
body boasts high-proficiency rates in math and 
English language arts (ELA), a significantly longer 
school day and year is an essential component of 
the solution to the problem of addressing both basic 
skill and knowledge gaps and promoting deeper 
learning competencies. Indeed, Codman’s leaders 
say the school’s expanded academic calendar, with 
a longer school day and year, is fundamental to their 
students’ success in mastering academic content, as 
measured by standardized tests, and to the acquisi-
tion of deeper learning skills as well.

differeNtiatiNg iNstruCtioN WithiN a 
ProjeCt-based aPProaCh to teaChiNg

Teachers at the five deeper learning schools in this 
report speak about the difficulty of effectively differ-
entiating their curricula for students of varying skill 

Challenges and Promising Trends  
in Policy and Practice

CoNCLuSIoN
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and mastery levels. The challenge of differentiation, 
though an issue for all schools, can be particularly 
difficult in the context of project-based and self-       
directed learning environments precisely because 
students have different levels of background knowl-
edge and basic skills needed to tackle such endeavors. 
The educators at these schools suggest several strate-
gies for approaching this challenge:

A teacher from High Tech High Media Arts 
(HTHMA) notes that emerging technology offers 
struggling readers many new ways to access texts, so 
that they can grasp concepts and participate in class 
discussions even as they work on improving their 
reading levels. “You can listen to the book on your 
iPhone or Kindle. You can get help from coaches and 
peers and do research online.”

Another HTHMA teacher relays that when begin-
ning a unit, he will offer five different supporting 
documents and lay them on the table in the order of 
their complexity. “I will say, ‘Everyone pick two docu-
ments to read and incorporate in your work. Honors 
students must pick three from the left side of the 
table.’” An International Community High School 
(ICHS) science teacher offers much the same solu-
tion—identifying primary research documents at dif-
ferent reading and complexity levels so all students 
can understand the material.

One HTHMA mathematics teacher frequently 
uses the school’s longer instruction block to deliver 
a mini-lecture on a particular concept about which a 
handful of students need help. Then, when other stu-
dents ask for help on the same concept, the teacher 
directs them to their peers for an explanation.

An ICHS global studies teacher sets up his class-
room with different “stations” that layer the cur-
riculum and move students from the concrete to the 
abstract. As students circulate through the stations, 
they need greater depth of knowledge and the abil-
ity to synthesize and draw conclusions to succeed. 
Students move at their own pace through the sta-
tions and not all students reach every station. For 
example, early stations in the unit on the Islamic 
Empire provide basic background through readings 
and single-level questions, while later stations pose 
more complex questions about the effects of various 
societal forces on the empire’s history. Rubrics used 
at the end of the semester to grade portfolio presenta-
tions include assessments of the complexity of the 
students’ thought. (It should be noted that such dif-
ferentiation necessarily extends to the acquisition 
of English language, given that students enter these 
schools with varying levels of fluency. As the global 
studies teacher explains, “Sixty percent of our stu-
dents may be working on simple predicate/subject 
sentences, but others are doing adverb wheels, and a 
few may be completing more complex language tasks 
in the context of their projects.”)

fiNdiNg time to address exterNal barriers 
to studeNt aChievemeNt

Educators at every school researchers visited for this 
NCTL study mention their struggle to adequately     
respond to non-academic barriers to achievement 
that affect student performance—such as social-emo-
tional problems, unstable home lives and family rela-
tionships, and problems associated with growing up 
in poverty. One school in particular, ICHS, which has 
a student body that is largely immigrant (90 percent 
English-language-learner population) and largely 
high-poverty (79 percent of the students receive free 
or reduced-price lunch), is especially focused on ad-
dressing these barriers.  

ICHS Principal Berena Cabarcas points out that, 
in addition to the overall stress affecting immigrants, 
many of her students face a particular challenge— 
reunifying as an adolescent with a parent who did 
not raise them. According to Cabarcas, reunifica-
tion brings to the surface cultural, social, and fam-
ily issues that often result in a higher incidence of 
academic and social development problems for the 
adolescent. With Title I funding paying for staff time, 
ICHS engages in home visiting and intensive family 
outreach to make connections with families. ICHS 
also presents a half-day event once a month that is 
focused on subjects of interest to immigrant families. 
The events, with programs presented in English, 
Spanish, and French, are also funded through Title 
I and planned and implemented by the principal 
together with the PTA and a teachers’ group. During 
a recent PTA meeting, Cabarcas arranged an up-
coming Saturday program, featuring a workshop on 
economics and financial planning to be presented by 
one of the teachers. While parents attended the work-
shops, students received academic tutoring, centered 
on preparing for the New York State Regents exams 
and compiling their portfolio presentations. 

imProviNg the effeCtiveNess of adult Collaborative 
time aNd teaCher PraCtiCe
The schools profiled in this report are all working 
to strengthen the effectiveness of teacher time in          
improving instructional practices and, ultimately, 
generating stronger academic outcomes for students. 
The capacity of teachers and the need to create and 
invest time in new professional learning opportuni-
ties was also cited as a major challenge in Education 
for Life and Work:

New approaches to teacher preparation and professional 
development will be needed to help current and prospec-
tive teachers understand the instructional principles for 
the teaching and assessment of 21st century competen-
cies, and the role of these competencies in the learning 
of core academic content. If teachers are not only to un-
derstand these ideas but also to translate them into their 
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daily instructional practice, they will 
need support from school and district ad-
ministrators, including time for learning, 
shared lesson planning and review, and 
reflection.41

Robert Kuhl, Director of HTHMA, 
addresses a related question concern-
ing the allocation of time that faces 
educators at each of these five deeper 
learning schools: 

How do we improve the use of collaborative adult time? 
We often have very well facilitated and aligned profes-
sional development, but sometimes it is poorly facilitated 
and not useful. We are working on better using the adult 
collegial time. Just as with students, teachers all have dif-
ferent needs to develop as learners. Newer teachers might 
be working on consistently keeping the students engaged 
and the classroom managed, while veteran teachers are 
focused on moving the students to professional-level work 
and collaboration and having the students manage that 
whole process.  We need to meet all those needs at once.

Each of these educational challenges highlights 
the intense focus these schools place on how they are 
allocating learning time and the difficult choices and 
trade-offs they must make in pursuit of their goals.  
To address each of the five priorities identified in this 
report—building a positive learning environment; 
using an interdisciplinary, project-based approach; 
engaging in “authentic” assessments; connecting stu-
dents to the “real world”; and encouraging teachers 
to work collaboratively—schools invariably confront 
onerous time constraints. While many deeper learn-
ing schools have not expanded the total time students 
are in school relative to the conventional district 
school calendar, some have, in fact, increased learn-
ing time. And educators at these schools are finding 
that, for both students and teachers, the expanded 
schedule can become a key solution to meeting many 
of the  challenges detailed here. 

Promising Trends in
Policy and Practice
The need to rethink, repurpose, and potentially ex-
pand learning time to achieve the goals of deeper 
learning will be a particularly relevant concern to 
policymakers and education leaders thinking about 
how to bring some of the most successful practices of 
these deeper learning schools to more conventional 
district schools, especially those schools serving 
significant numbers of high-poverty students. The 
schools profiled in Time for Deeper Learning: Lessons 
from Five Schools, even those that do not significantly 
expand learning time for their students, benefit from 
substantial autonomy regarding curricula, testing, 

scheduling, and budgeting—autonomy that allows 
the educators at these schools to make important 
choices regarding how they invest their time. The 
tradeoffs these educators make may not be feasible 
for all schools, and having additional time may 
therefore become even more essential to widespread 
implementation of the deeper learning approach. 

In fact, for the focus on deeper learning to take root 
across thousands of schools and districts across the 
country, several education policy drivers—in areas 
such as accountability and assessments, graduation 
requirements, teacher preparation and professional 
development, and the use of instructional time—will 
have to shift. There is growing evidence that such a 
shift may already be  in progress, based on the follow-
ing noteworthy recent developments: 

a common core and nexT generaTion  
science sTandards:  As districts in most 
states adopt curricula mapped to the Common 
Core and the Next Generation Science Standards 
(NGSS) in the coming years, the process may 
provide an opportunity for schools to re-examine 
how they allocate time overall and how they can 
better design their schedules to support student 
acquisition of deeper learning skills. The new 
standards prioritize more complex engagement 
with fewer content areas, rather than lower-level 
mastery of a broad set of facts. Education for Life 
and Work, the 2012 National Research Council 
report, points out that if and how new Common 
Core and science assessments focus on deeper 
learning skills will largely drive how much time 
and attention will be directed to teaching these 
skills in schools and districts throughout the 
country.42 Developing scalable summative assess-
ments that measure these skills also will be a key 
issue for deeper learning proponents.

a personalized learning:  The first Race 
to the Top—District competition, in 2012, em-
phasized personalized learning as a platform to 
“allow students to: understand their individual 
learning goals and needs; access deep learning 
experiences that include individual and group 
tasks; and develop such skills and traits as goal 
setting, teamwork, perseverance, critical think-
ing, communications, creativity, and problem 
solving across multiple academic domains.”43 
The group of skills highlighted in Race to the 

Educators are finding that increased 
learning time can become a solution to 
meeting many of their challenges.

Challenges, Promising Trends in Policy and Practice, and Conclusion
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Top—District is very consistent with the skills 
emphasized in deeper learning schools. 

a compeTency-based educaTion:  Adherents 
of competency-based education are moving from 
a time-based system to a learning-based system 
by credentialing students upon demonstration 
of the knowledge and/or skills required to meet 
established learning objectives, rather than upon 
‘seat time.’ According to Making Mastery Work, a 
recent analysis of 11 high schools implementing 
competency-based education, the distinguishing 
characteristics of this approach are: 1) a clear, 
measurable definition of mastery, along with 
procedures and tools for tracking that mastery 
and 2) the flexible use of time.44 Now taking root 
in several states, including New Hampshire, 
Maine, Ohio, and Oregon, and in a growing num-
ber of districts and schools, competency-based 
education allows students to progress once they 
have mastered subject matter. This approach also 
emphasizes the importance of formative assess-
ments to track student progress toward mastery 
in differentiated learning environments, and 
it enables students to build their own sense of 
self-efficacy and cognitive confidence over time. 
Many deeper learning schools strongly empha-
size and make a commitment to these goals as 
well. 

a open badges:  The Open Badge Project and 
the Digital Media + Learning Competitions are 
creating competitions that recognize learners  for 
the development of deeper learning skills—such 
as critical thinking, communication and/or col-
laboration, across learning contexts—and reward 
them with digital badges. Sponsored by the Bill 
and Melinda Gates Foundation, the John D. and 
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, the Mozilla 
Foundation, and the Humanities, Arts, Science, 
and Technology Advanced Collaboratory, these 
competitions are helping to identify and inspire 
innovative approaches to learning.

a expanded learning Time:  According to 
Mapping the Field: A Report on Expanded-Time 
Schools in America, an NCTL study published 
in December 2012, there has been a significant 
increase over the last three years in the number 
of public schools that have expanded learning 
time. The report identifies 1,002 expanded-time 
schools across the United States--up from 655 
schools identified the last time NCTL issued the 
report in 2009--which represents an increase of 
53 percent. The number of students being served 
by expanded-time schools has increased to 
520,000 students, up from 300,000 in 2009. Most 
of the rapid growth has occurred among tradi-
tional district schools in recent years, whereas 
just a few years ago charter schools were driv-
ing the growth. Consequently, district schools 

now account for 40 percent of all expanded-time 
schools, up from 20 percent of the 2009 total. 
With a longer school day and/or year, many of 
these schools have raised student achievement, 
begun to offer a broader educational experience, 
and empowered teachers through the enhance-
ment of collaboration and professional learning 
opportunities. A key benefit of an expanded 
school schedule is the particular opportunity it 
provides educators to plan for and incorporate 
projects and curricula focused on building deep-
er learning skills into school schedules.45

Each of these promising educational endeavors is 
aligned with, and could support, greater emphasis 
and focus on deeper learning skills in schools across 
the country.

In Conclusion
With the advent of the Common Core and the Next 
Generation Science Standards, along with the 
new federal flexibility made available through the             
Elementary and Secondary Education Act waiver au-
thority, the next few years will mark a major turning 
point in education reform. The education sector as a 
whole is poised to implement policies that aim to give 
students more opportunities to become strong com-
municators, collaborators, critical thinkers, problem 
solvers, and motivated learners, while they continue 
to master core academic skills. 

As the five schools profiled in Time for Deeper 
Learning demonstrate, to be successful in reaching 
these broad goals, educators will need to rethink 
how time is used for learning in school and in com-
munity settings, and they also will need to reconsider 
how teachers use time to build new skills and taking 
on new responsibilities. Education leaders who are   
committed to deeper learning will additionally need 
to consider whether the conventional school schedule 
offers sufficient time to support all students in ac-
quiring the full range of deeper learning skills. With 
more than 20,000 schools across the country serv-
ing high numbers (75 percent or more) of  students  
in poverty—and where many of these children are 
significantly behind academic grade level—it indeed 
seems unrealistic that deeper learning approaches 
can be implemented, along with targeted interven-
tions to raise proficiency levels in the core subjects, 
without the expansion of learning time. 

We hope that this report, produced by the National 
Center on Time & Learning with support from the 
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, offers early 
insights, raises pertinent questions, and provokes fur-
ther research and conversation about how to encour-
age more schools to set aside sufficient time—and to 
use that time well—so that students everywhere have 
ample opportunities to become deeper learners.
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